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AUTOMOBILE
PERSONAL
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
As sold by us, covers you
while you are driving or rid
ing in ANY automobile; it
does not restrict coverage to you while you are in

YOUR OWN CAR ONLY. Our policy also pro
vides extras for hospital confinement and nurses’ ,
fees. We also cover your being struck or run
over by ANY automobile on any highway. And
the saving we are making our automobile liability
policyholders oVer the rates charged by others, is
sufficient to provide for the additional cost. Ask
our automobile liability rates. And we settle our
own claims right here in Rockland.

THE “AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY

E C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents

Rockland, Maine

425 Main Street. .
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SUICIDE EVIDENT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Former Damariscotta Banker
Not Seen Since He Left
Union Sanitarium.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Subscription *3.00 per year payable In adi »ance; single copies three cents.
I Advertising rates based upon circulation
and eery reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
' These papers consolidated March 17, 1807.
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TO TRAIIf IN LEWISTON

The Caribou Driving Club stable
will be located at tlie Maine State
Fair grounds in Lewiston this sum
mer with Roy Grattan as the head
line performer and popular 'Monte
Gerow, driver and trainer in charge.
| Horse fans know that Roy Grattan
is considered one of the best racers
owtied in Netv England.
The fact
that his owners arc to stable him
at the Lewiston track speaks highly
: for the surface of the half mile cir: cle for this valuable racer and the
iother high grade speedsters of the
j Caribou stable demand a track which
is kept in fine condition all the sea
son.
/7~

A persistent .search is being made
in Union for Edwin T. Metcalf, for
mer president of the Damariscotta
National Bank, who has not heen
seen since lie left the Jones Sanitar
ium Thursday afternoon, apparently
on his way to a movie performance.
Belief that Mr. Metcalf may have
committed suicide is inspired by
the fact that he left behind his watch,
money and other belongings which he
usually carried.
He has been de
spondent since Uie death of his wife
three years ago and is said to have
hinted of late at taking his life and
is even reported to have pointed out
a particular part of the river as a
good place to jump.
'.Heavy cur
rent makes it impossible to drug the
river at present.
Mr. Metcalf was born in Damari
scotta und was the first station agent
for the Knox & Lincoln Railroad.
Afterwards he served many terms as
selectman and subsequently became
president of the bank, resigning that
position last fall, before going to the
sanitarium where he hoped that his
condition might improve.
He has a son, Edwin S., who is in
the employ of the State Highway De
partment, and a brother William of
Damariscotta.
CAPT. COOK’S TRIBUTE

WANTED AT ONCE

i

OPERATORS
On Boys’ Knee Pants and Sheepskin

4

Our factory repairs are fin

Coats.

YOV’LI, he delighted with
a dinner eaten here.
Food of proven purity served
in the style that will please
you. Appetizing salads and
desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.

ished and steady work is assured.

J. B. PEARSON CO.
THOMASTON, MAINE
TELEPHONE 17-11

with aur

Gat acquainted

"Bill O'Fara"

H. A. GLEASON, Supt.

Newbert’8 Cafeteria

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
News of the death at the National
Soldiers' Home, Togus, of Rufus E.
Burrows of Thomaston was received
today. As he was a good friend of
mine and served during the Civil
War in the same Company' and Regi
ment as myself I wish to write a
word of the good service he gave his
country. He enlisted for three years
and was mustered int-o service at
Belfast. Jan. 23. 1864 and soon joined
his company in Virginia and was
constantly with it until March, 1865.
when he was detailed as orderly to
Gen. Gregg. He remained in that
capacity until the close of the war.
when he rejoined his company,
bringing with him a letter of praise
to his company commander. He was
mustered out of service Aug. 14, 1865,
near Petersburg, Va„ with the regi
ment. He was a good observing
soldier, always on hand for any duty
and a brave man in all the many bat
tles in which he participated and al
ways a help to any comrade when
hell) was.needed.
M. 'B. Cook,
Co. B 1st Maine Cavalry,
Bridgton, March 14

A Full-powered, Full-size

I Wish To Announce the Opening of My

FHILCO BATTERY $14.50

SPRING AND SUMMER MIUNERY
Friday and Saturday, March 27, 28
Would be pleased to have you look them over.

Fits Ford, Star, Chevrolet, Buick, Dort,
Overland and many other cars

MRS.

J. CLARENCE MOODY
UNION, MAINE

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

I —

Philco Sales and Service

643 Main St.

Rockland, Me.

The Latest Dark Shell

Tel. 661

Frames and Correct Lenses

35-tf

Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES

CHEVOLET
NASH

301 Main St., Opp Park St.

A R JK

**************

*
*

tflSeveral late models in Used Cars at
prices and terms to suit you.

*

SEA VIEW GARAGE

*
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CRIEHAVEN’S SCARE

Which Despite Her Faults Lightning Partly Demolishes
Remains
the
World’s Schoolhouse—Nobody InGreatest Organization, i
jured.
Editor of The Courier-Gazettb:—
| .The electrical storm which was
1 was much lnteres|ed in Mr.! mildly felt on the mainland last
Walker's article in relation to the ' Thursday, made a brief but violent
laxity of the church in its duty to I call upon Criehaven plantation,
rescue the perishing. Still 1 am at
A blinding flash and a terrific clap
loss to know whether this means! of thunder told the inhabitants that
certain church organizations or all of .a bolt had landed somewhere on the
them.
Collectively,
all
human j little island, and the target proved to
agencies as well as Individual, are 1 be the schoolhouse, in which 10 or
fallible as their membership is made more children were reciting their afup of human beings who have fallen ternoon lessons. The crash was terheir to some of the propensities of i rifying, and the debris flew in all diour ancestors.
j rections. but the teacher. Miss SideWe all deplore the fact that we [ linger, calmly led the children into
failed to fall heir through birth to j the open, and what might easily have
more of tlfose grand principles of our ! become a panic was averted,
forefathers, who held their church i’l I Capt. Stewart Ames, who brought
profound veneration, that citadel of the news to the mainland, reports
all that was good in the formation of that the southern end of the schoolthe
nation.
Independence
camo house was wrecked, the sides were
This Is the Property on Brewster Street, Formerly Known As the Dr. through these channels, for it was the damaged, windows were smashed.
Prescott House, Sold by the Late David Smith to Ludwig A. Weiss, and Now desire to worship God according to; belfry was demolished, and the flagOwned By the Akia Society, a Holding Company Acting in Behalf of the the dictates of their own conscience! pole—nobody had seen it at last acKu Klux Kian. Only Slight Changes Will Be Made in the Present Struc that actuated them to seek out a! counts.
In spite of all this damage
ture, But a Klavcrn Will Be Built, Either At the Rear, cr Alongside.
new home upon this hemisphere, nobody was injured.
When we read the articles in our Na- ] The force of the shock broke wintional Constitution, wo know how dows in the residences of W. T. BarTHE JOKE ON THE SENATE
SOME “COMMON THINGS”
wlsely and well their ideals of a free! ter and John Anderson.
Taking Intereit In Nature Is Good Republic have worked out thus far in
[New York Herald Tribune!
SHOULD GIRLS SMOKE?
national progress. There is still a
For All of Us.
- It is? just as well thi|t the conflict
strong spirit of Puritanism within
between the President and the Sen
the church, enough to hold the bal If They Must, Then Smoke a Pipe,
ate ended in a joke—and a juke at Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Says Dr. Massee.
ance of power against all assaults
In
her
"Common
Things
”
Mrs.
the expense of the Senate. Such an
that would retard its great mission
impasse as that over Mr. Warren Veazie writes entertainingly on a
"Girls, if you must smoke in this
for a purer and more noble man
hoids no good for the business of the subject which is gradually, year by
hood and where all may worship God world, have sense enough to smoke
nation, which depends upon the co
according to the dictates of con a pipe !" Tills was the answer of
operation of all three branches of year, commanding a larger audience.
the Rev. Dr. J. C. Massee in Tremont
science.
government for its successful con The person who is not interested to
While I am not connected with any Temple Sunday night to his text,
duct.
The sooner the haughty and some extent in Nature is to be pitied.
"Should Girls Smoke?"
ridiculous obstructionists of the up He or she is missing a great deal. religious creed, I feel that I am not
The sermon was the first of a
privileged to pick out the little fail
per chamber perceive their situation
Of course, one -ji-rson can not know ures in any church and hold them tip series of 10 In which the minister
and begin to nibble at their humble
everything, hut the one who knows to the gaze of the world as samples will answer questions put to him re
pie the bettercently -by young men and women of
of what the churches produce
Nothing could have made them look something about a number of things
If I visit another community I am I the congregation. One of the texts
so ridiculous as the contrast between I ets much morn out of life than the not looking for bar-rooms, gambling j will be “How Did the Negro Get His
their treatment of Mr. Warren and specialist who knows all there is to Joints, and the other evil things that Skin?" Dr. Massee explained that
Mr. Sargent.
They examined the
know about one thing.
Take the can be found in nearly all communi the query originally appeared in the
former by all the microscopic tests
golf champion, the head of the great ties. I look to Its Industrial life, its reverse form, being asked by a negro
known to political science and re
steel industry,, the commander of a honest men who are its real life, who girl who wanted to know the source
jected him because he was not the mighty army, a great mechanical in
keep it on the map, and make of it a of the white man’s pallid complexion.
right tint of corporation-bait ing pro
"It is not the smoke,” said Dr.
ventor, etc., etc.
It would not sur desirable home for its citizens, and
gressive.
Mr. Sargent of Ludlow.
prise me in the least to learn that its moral organizations which lead to Massee, "it's the effect on her life
Vt., they gulped down without a
these people who know their special a higher life. Let us forget those that counts in solving the question of
glance—only to discover after it was
ties from a to Izzard could not tell misfits of which Beecher said, whether or not a girl should smoke.
too late that the new Attorney Gen
whether J’tripe" was an animal or a "Twenty of them could dance a It has the same bearing on her life as
eral was both a corporation attorney
vegetable product, or if so, whether hornpipe on the point of a cambric the question of clothes she wears, tho
and a wet, a thoroughgoing chip of it grew on a tree or a hush.
needle and never touch heels.” Let friends she has, her talk, ideals,
Vermont granite.
The letters and discussions which us lift our hat's to the evangelical books and savings bank account.
It is pathetic to think of the sol
"Woman leads the race to heaven
“Common. Things” bring forth are church as the sponsor, the advocate
emn constitutional arguments that
also interesting.
of most all the great moral move or hell. Her influence on society is
rolled from the lips of Senator Borah,
1 am familiar with the coltsfoot ments that have come to 'bless the all Important. Eve saw, desired and
for example, in justification of the
took the fruit. She gave it to Adam,
which Mrs. Veazie describes, and human race.
cheap spite vented against the Presi
find it to lie our very first blossom in
I wish there were more men like who took it, against his better Judg
dent.
The admirable brains of the
spring.
It is not native to the Mr- Walker connnected with the gov ment. So today women lead the way
gentleman from Idaho have heen
I’nited ;States, but has been intro erning body of those institutions to for soelety.”
used for the worse cause upon a duced, disseminated and naturalized,
Dr. Massee blamed the World War
help steer them on to victory over
plenty of earlier occasions.
We
from Europe.
I also recollect the vice and crime, men of red blood for the prevalence of smoking today.
doubt if they have ever been unlim
coltsfoot
candy
she
mentions who can discern things and eliminate “Just before the war," he said, “the
bered in a more, patently absurd one.
Many’s the stick of It I have eaten any of their fallings. Then the of tobacco evil was all but beaten.
The country has been with Mr. when a kid. The plant, or a part of
ficers of the law would not find it Then women sent cigarettes to
Toolidge from the start of the con
it, is an ingredient of this candy, necessary to resort to those methods France to calm the shattered nerves
troversy.
It is joining with him which is called a cough remedy. Tusto apprehend the law breakers. of our soldiers. Our girls went to
now in his little joke on the Senate— silago, the plant's generic name Is
Their work is to keep the lid down; France and passed out cigarettes to
that incidentally promises to yield the derived from the Latin tussis, a
the church’s duty to call us all to a the soldiers. Women greeted the
nation a high-minded and rugged cough.
better community life and fit us for soldiers on their return and gave
Attorney General, who will pay ex
....
the sunrise of that golden morning. them tobacco. The nation was sold
actly as much attention to a Senator
to cigarette smoking. The Influence
About the pink blueberries: One Let us remove some of the stumb was bad.”
i of the I’nited States ai he deserves.
ling blocks that retard the progress
A sense of humor is an excellent of your correspondents seems to
The preacher cited the ill effects of
of the church -by an intelligent use of
thing for a President of the I’nited think that the pink color might be
the ballot, and obedience to law; let tobacco, stressing that the dope, the
States to possess.
One might he due to some peculiar state of growth
arsenic in rice paper and inhalatiep
This Is an erron us be careful to pick all public of smoke injure the lungs. It was at
prescribed for the Democratic party or surroundings.
servants for their high moral tone.
eous
supposition.
Environment
and
as a sure cure for most of its ail
Let us take for our example to follow this point that he advised resorting
ments.
The possession of one might habitat have nothing whatever to do
the best there is in the church, for to the pipe as the lesser of the smok
even make a useful public servant with the color of the berries. Pink
ing evilsblueberries are pink because they are getting the little misfits that In no
out of Senator Borah.
"Everywhere I go,” he declared
way represent Christ’s kingdom on
pink; because nature made them
“detestlble smoke assails my nostrils
earth,
on
the
same
principle
that
we
pink.
This is also true as regards
and I don't like it. I am not speaking
white blueberries and red blueberries forget such characters in our history of women now. Men seem to think
as Aaron Burr, Benedict Arnold and
and black blueberries and blue blue
It a fair assumption that they, can
berries. If you find a blueberry bush all others who would tarnish the blow their dirty, stinking smoke
glory
of
any
nation
or-organization.
whose ripened fruit is pink, you may
around In hotels, trains and all pub
rest assured that its ripened fruit al Let us look with pride on the great lic places without offence."
leaders
of
men
like
Washington.
ways has been pink, and that It al
The sermon attracted an unusually
ways wiil be pink as long as It lives. Jackson, Lincoln and Roosevelt, and large number of young women who
Insist on Having
thus turn our thoughts into more
You may transplant that bush to any
laughed in great glee at the minis
situation you may choose, and if It pleasant channels.
The church is simply the moldcr ter’s advice to seek solace in the
lives and bears again Its ripened
pipe, if they must smoke!
fruit will be pink always, to the end of the life of the Christian. Its great
of its existence.
And that's that. . example of purity Is the Savior. If
Names which
have cut regular
What I am trying lo explain Is we emulate him in our life and keep Rolls-Royce prints in the sands of
that a pink blueberry is a pink blue the Ten Commandments, he will time will again be shouted across the
berry, just as much as a Baldwin ap swing wide the gate to eternity. No basketball arena Friday night when
human being holds the key to open
ple is a Baldwin apple.
Manager Pauline McLoon’s Ancient
Mr. Lufkin diagnoses the red-ber or close it against the faithful ser Mariners will again attempt to sail
ried shrub on Bear Hill as the moun vant whose duty is well done. The the seas of victory driving rough
tain holly. It may he so, but I would church leads us Into the path of civic shod over the Black-Sullivan coached
like to know whether the berry had duty. To her we must bow In rever High School girls. This will be the
AT YOUR DEALERS
a single hard stone in the center, or ence at the mention of her name big wallop of the basketball season
34 whether its fruit consisted of sev as we do when hearing .those soul
for Just look who will lie there—
eral small separate seeds.
Mrs. inspiring strains of the Star Spangled Margaret Flanagan, Lelia Green,
Veazie states that the berry was Banner. She is the lever that' opens Helen Griffin. Corice Thomas, Daphne
somewhat larger than the winterher- the way to the best there is in life, Winslow, Eileen Flanagan, Kitty
ry.
I find the mountain holly to be and her tali spires are like the Blethen, Agnes Flanagan, and re
about the same size as tlie winter- lights along the shore. It is a guar serves—guided by the master mind
of a safe haven in times of
berry—a little smaller if any differ antee
storm. To the church we pin our [
a one-armed hasketliall strategist
ent
Upon examining the several
This battalion will stack up against
hopes
for
a
better
civilization
as
we
specimens in my herbarium I find
the High School regulars, Breen,
the longest stem to be Just one inch move along life's pathway.
Hodgkins. E Perry, Koster, Black,
CL.
Magune.
in length.
Mrs. Veazie states that
Egan, Griffin, Smith. Trafton- et als.
Thomaston,
March
21.
her berries had stems about two
General Sullivan—'Look out for your
Let us demonstrate any of inches
long, but that doesn’t mean
nose !
NO
USE
FOR
THE
CHURCHES
anything.
To any given number of
the
average observers, "about two inches"
There will be a cooked food sale at
would mean anywhere from a half But Has a Kind Word For the Salva
Burpee Furniture Store Saturday at
tion Army.
inch to three inches.
Try it on a
1 o’clock given by B. & I1. W. Club.
number of friends.
Have each of
36-37
in your home
them draw a line that they consider Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The article by Louis A. Walker
two inches long, each on a separate
piece of paper, and then note the dif that appeared in your paper March YOUR FAVORITE POEM
17 is the best thing I have seen for
ference in tho length of the'lines.
a long time. I should like to shake
As I siJd before, I would like to
OUT OF THE PAST
hands with its writer. I indorse
Formerly $191.00; now
know whether or not the berries had
every word in his article, but I shall Oft times when even’s scarlet flag
solid centers.
Floats from the crest of distant woods.
go further and say I think the world And over moorland waste and crag
Kay! That lad who wrote the com
is cursed with too many churches
A weary, roltefeu sorrow broods.
position on the frog was certainly a
Around mv hover to and fro
today.
naturalist in embryo and a keen
Let us try to consider the untold The ghosts of songs heard bong ago.
Complete
observer. ■ He would gladden the billions that have been spent to!
And often midst the rush of wheels.
heart
of
a
child
and
naturo
lover
like
with Loud Speakfcr
Of pawing and repasstag feet.
build costly cathedrals and churches
Mrs. Veazie.
Gael.
half a headlong day reels
throughout the world. Now if we When
Trtuinphant down the noontide street.
Matinicus,
March
21.
Less batteries
believe there Is a God that requires Above the tumult • f tlie throngs
all this pomp and splendor for his I hear again the same old songs
worship then we must throw all the
Distance and Tone
Rest and Unrart—’Tis strange that ye.
The sure way to put pep into yourJob
meek and lowly teachings of Christ
Who He apart as pole from pole.
Into
the
discard.
Should sway with one strong sovereignty
Quality
on a rainy day is to #et into a
The secret issues of the soul:
During the World War there was
that ye both should hold the keys
more sorrow expressed over the dam Strange
Selective and NonOf prisoned tender memories.
age done to the great Rheims Cathe
Radiating
dral than for all the poor fellows who It may be when the landscape's rim
Is red and slumbrous round the west.
lie in Flanders Fields. When I read Tho
spirit, too. growls still and dim.
of nn earthquake that shakes a
And turns In half unconscious quest
Other Radiolas from
To
those
forgotten lullabies
church from Its foundation, I feel
more reconciled to earthquakes, but That whilom closed the Infant's eyes.
If a furmer lost his barn I should he And maybe, when the dty mart.
Roars with its fullest, loudest tide,
sorry.
To my way of thinking, the
spirit loses helm and chart.
only organization in the world that The
And on an Instant, terrified.
follows the teachings of Christ Is the Has fled across the space of years
To notes that banished childhood’s fears.
Salvation Army.
J. S. Bracy.
Otter Creek, Maine.

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

24-T-tf

st-

We have recently opened an

MUSICAL

New Radiolas

REVUE

The Regenoflex

Jazz Dancers
Incomparable Music
Merry Comedians
Many Novelties
Your Favorites

*

st-

—in which—

For Every Purse

JIMMIE EVANS

St-

Advance Payment Department

CHILDREN 10c

ALL NEXT WEEK

*
st-

A RADIOLA

EAT!R E

*************

*

TEL. 837-M

h

MATINEE 25c, 35c.

St-

$120.00

st-

4 Per Cent Interest

Excellent Scenery
Varied Costumes
AU New Stuff
Nice Girls
Snappy Songs

*

is paid on advances. As installments on
shares become due, transfers are made from
this department to the regular shares and the
interest is increased to

*

*

^FISH
BRAND

St-

5 1-2 Per Cent <

Real Humor
Entrancing Melodies
Very cleverUnusually Clean
Entirely Good

St-

This makes a very attractive proposition
which we will gladly explain to any one who
is interested.

St-

StSt-

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
407 MAIN STREET.

DEFENDS THE CHURCH

Springs, Mattresses

(J Before placing your order for your new
car you will find that it is to your advant
age to visit our salesrooms and inspect the
new CHEVROLET and NASH models
now on display; or if you will call us by
phone we will gladly come and give you
a demonstration.

689 MAIN ST.

FUTURE HOME OF THE K. K. K.

MATINEE 2:00.

*

EVENING 7:30

*

EVENING 25c, 35c, 50c
St-

ROCKLAND

*
T-tr

*

$35.00I, $425.00

Reflex
f Slicker

KOS

We know not—but XU sweet to know
Doad hours still liaunt the living day.

*

*

*

*****

*

*

*

*

*

ROCKLAND, ME.
AJTOWea CO. BOSTON

Beware of Dangerous and value- And sweet to hope that, when the slow,
Sure message beckons us away.
) less substitutes, for Cream Tartar,
The past may send some tuneful breath
| The Three Crow Brand is safe and To echo round the bed of death.
’ full value.—adv.

—Author unknown.
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: : 20 Days to Easter : :

‘basement

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

We are now showing a wonderful range of colors in
the latest summer goods—

TORNADO SUFFERERS

desire to make for the relief of dis
aster sufferers. How great is the
’.leld proffered for such contributions
Is shown by the printed stories of
the tornado’s toll of life and prop
erty. Contributions may be made to
A W. Gregory, president, or Helen
W. Lamb, secretary, of the local
chapter, or if sent to The CourierGazette office they will be turned
over to those officials-

department

Our Stocks
at Their Best

The Lord is my shepherd: I shall
not want.
Purely goodness and
mercy shall follow me all the days of
my life: and I will dwell in the house
of the Lord for ever.—Psalm 23:1, C.

Response to the suffering occa
sioned by tornado has been immedi
ate and generous from all parts of
the country. We have already noted
|he instant occupancy of the af
flicted regions by the machinery of
the American Red Cross, through
which relief is being administered to
the sufferers throughout the entire
area- James L Fierser, vice chair
man in charge of domestic opera
tions. and Henry M. Raker, national
director of disaster relief, were both
in St. Louis when the tornado struck
and assumed direct charge of the re
lief work in Missouri, Indiana and
Hllnois, which is being administered
as one operation from the St. Louis
branch office. Relief work in Ken
tucky, Tennessee and Alabama is be
ing administered from national head
quarters* at Washington. There is
a relief unit in every devastated
community, all the injured are under
medical treatment, and every home
less one has a temporary shelter, says
Mr Baker. All honor to Red Cross.
In common with all local chapters
the Knox County Chapter is author
ized to* receive for transmittal any
contributions thai our people may

structed a wider xaiTtude as to site
is allowed. The location on the Bath
shore is to be between Winslow’s
Rocks and the State ferry slip to
some point on the Woolwich side of
the river between Winslow’s Rocks
and the State ferry slip.
The new draft, as does the origi
nal hill, ’put’’ tbe location and con
st ruct ion of the bridge in the hand's
of the hoard nf directors of the Ken
nebec Bridge, to consist of a resi
dent of the County of Sagadahoc
and a resident of either Knox or
Lincoln County, to be appointed hv
the Governor, and of the menfWrs
nf the State Highway Commission
during their term of office.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rowland. Maine. March 24. 192’.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddle who
On oath declares that he is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the Issue of this pitper of March 21, 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,585 copies.

Before me,

SONATA CREPES

FLOCK DOT VOILES

A silk and cotton mixture simi
lar to tissue gingham, 36 in.
wide, per yard ....................... 75c

A very promising material for
all ages, 39 and 40 in. wide.
....................................... 38c and 58c

LINEN SECTION
SUITINGS

<

All cotton materials In desirable
colors and patterns for sport
wear, 36 iW- per yard ...................
..................... 58c, 65c, 75c and 85c

We wish to announce that we
have the Official Agency for
Derryvale Genuine Irish Linen
Table Cloths and Napkins in
this city.

Derryvale Linens are exquisite
tnd well worthy of your inspec
tion.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

36-37

CAUGHT

SOME

UNAWARES

State Highway Police Made a Spectacular Raid Upon
Rockland Motorists Yesterday Afternoon.

The bridge directors are given
power to make a contract in behalf
of the State with the Maine Central
Railroad Company, by which the rail
road company may participate in the
ownership, maintenance, and use of
the bridge and share the cost of con
struction of the same in the propor
tion of 55 percent to the railroad
and 45 percent to the State of Maine,
contract shall provide in substance
The terms and conditions of the
contract shell provide in substance
for the payment by the railroad com
pany of 55 percent of the cost of
the bridge, with interest ut four per
cent yearly in equal semi-annual
payments to the State during a
period not exceeding 50 years. Title
to the entire structure is to be re
tained by the State of Maine until
all payments to be made by the rail
road company lor the proportion of
the cost which it assumes shall have
been paid in full
In addition thereto, the railroad
company is to make an annual pay
ment of $15,000 to the State to be
applied towards the cost of mainten
ance of said bridge.
The total pay
ments from the Maine Central Rail
road are to he substantially $91,000
Annually. The contract is to further
provide in substance that the rail
road company is to maintain ties and
track structures, also its own ap
proaches to the bridge, and to pay the
wages of draw-tenders and the cost
»f electric current and the incidental
expenses of operating the draw; that
the State shall maintain the concrete
slab and highway approaches, and
that the remaining expenses of oper
ation and of maintenance repairs to
the main steel and masonry struc
tures and the draw* operating ma
chinery shall be divided between the
railroad company ami the State on
the same basis as the cost of the
bridge.

finding if there were infractions of
any other nature,
As a result of this unexpected “attack’’ about 15 persons were summoned into Municipal Court, and the
bearings were in progress when this
paper went to press.
The news of the State men’s advent spread very rapidly, and it is
said that one man left his car in a
neighboring town and came home
afoot. This may have been an exaggeration. however
The directors are further given I
Be that as it may it would prob- power, if they deem it advisable, to
ably
he
difficult
today
to
find
a
Rock

lease for a period not exceeding 50
At hand is a circular advertising
land motorist whose car is not in years to the Maine Central Railroad I
“bargains” in oil stocks. If some one
apple pie order, and who is not Company, or its successors or as
is spending money for postage and
packing his operator’s license.
signs, or to any other public utility. I
The schedule of the State Highway under such terms and conditions as I
printing bills to sell those stocks
Police
is
just
as
easily
described
as
they may prescribe, the right to Use |
“cheap,” it is absolutely certain that
to tell where lightning will strike a portion of said bridge and ittr'apthey are worth less than the “bar
next. Tomorrow the men may he in proaches for the purpose of laying I
gain” prices named in the circular.
Fort Kent or they may he back in tracks and for their trains to pass I
Rockland.
If his stocks were safe, if they paid
over bridge.
They may also lease |
That they will decide to make Fort for the same periods rights to tele
dividends in money and not in glit
Kent is the earnest wish of every phone companies, telegraph com
tering promises, if they were desired
careless motorist.
panies, or water companies to use ]
by experienced investors and if they
such bridge.
■paid higher returns than the present
The contract or lease is by ex
AT THE STATE CAPITOL
bank rates, those faettrt s would make
press terms made binding and shall I
be observed by the railroad company,
a fair and honest price for his stocks
its successors, lessees, and assigns
and he wouldn’t have to sell them
and upon any other officer, person, or 1
douse
Will
Probably
Pass
Barwise
Sectarian
Resolve
at a bargain.
All this get-richcorporation having charge for the
Highway Bond Issue.
quick-talk about •‘bargains” simply
time being of the affairs or property [
of the company.
x
indicates that some one is trying to
The bridge when construeted skull I
peddle something for more than it is
Augusta March 23—There was visit of Gen. Lord, all bills relative be operated as a toll bridge until 45 I
worth. There are no bargains in in about an hour's session of the Maine to increase in salaries, are expected percent of the bonds issued shall be
vestment securities, as the public Legislature. Friday and then every- to be held up in their passage, retired, except that travelers on foot
understands bargains through its body shut up shop and went to Bath Among the increase bills of interest shall be allowed to cross the bridge I
If
experience with merchandise. The o view the proposed site of the Ken- to Knox and Lincoln counties are the free from payment of toll.
nehec river bridge, eat lobsters anil following: Knox county attorney
the bridge is to h< a highway bridge
fair and honest price for any security havr- a general good time.
The $100; Lincoln county Registry of alone it is to be operated as a toll |
is not made bv any man, company or president of the Senate. H. C. Buzzell Leeds, clerk hire, $200; Knox county bridge until all of the bonds are re
group of men- It is made, flrst, by of Belfast, being absent at the Fri- clerk of courts, clerk hire, ,150; Lin- tired.
Toll rates are to be promulgated by I
the safety of the security; second, day morning session, Hinckley of coin county Registry of Deeds. $400;
Cumberland was made president, pro clerk hire in Knox county Registry of the Public Utilities Commission and
by the amount of interest or divi tern.
The Speaker of the House. Probate. $148; Knox county clerk of the commission may provide for the!
dends it will pay; third, by its mar Tudor Gardiner being absent at the courts, $300. The Senate on Thurs issuance of trip or commutation |
ketability; fourth, by the interest same session. George C- Wing, Jr., of day tabled every one of the bills car tickets at less than the regular toll.
Auburn was made Speaker of the rying salary increases which had been
The directors may apply to Con- I
rates banks are charging for loans.
House pro tem.
Both branches of passed to be enacted in the House.
gress in behalf of the State for an
the Legislature adjourned, from Fri
• • • <
appropriation to assist in the con
«
If girls must smok*. they should day forenoon to 4.30 o'clock Mon
No action
A
remonstrance
against paying struction of the 1 ridge.
smoke a pipe, is Dr- Massee’s opinion day afternoon.
shall be taken or liability incurred
State Prison Inmates firtds expression
.
.
*
•
under the act until the people of
That would indeed be a return to an
The committee on Taxation re in that, filed by Walker of Knox, x>f Maine shall have adopted an amend
ancient custom. Many of ue can re
ceived the remonstrance filed by Sherman .1. Rokes and seven others of ment to the Constitution of the Slate I
call out of memories of early child Walker of Knox of Local No. 1006 of Rockland against the passage of the of Maine authorizing the issuing of
hood the picture of a grandmother Rockland, Fnited Brotherhood of Senate document which calls for the bonds for the construction of a bridge I
prisoners’ payment.
between the town of Woolwich and]
sitting by a Knox County fireplace re Carpenters and Joiners of America,
* • • ♦
the City of Bath.
galing her idle moments with a time against the enactment of a poll tax
Ur. Deering from the Committee on
as embraced in Senate Doc. 99. Sen
worn tobacco pipe. It was a curious ator Walker has also tiled with the Appropriations has reported “ought
spectacle but not a pleasant one, committee on Judiciary the remon not to pass” on resolve in favor of
The committee on Judiciary re
fhe Knox Academy of Arts and Sci ported in the Senate Friday “ought
Nor is that phase of the tobacco strance of Mrs. Eunice S. Chase and
ences.
not to pass” on the bill providing
habit today improved by the more 12 others »f Rockland and Rockport,
* ♦ • *
and remonstrance of R. F. Eaton and
that all moneys appropriated by the
fashionable cigaret on the lip of the 14 others of Rockland and Rockport
At the hearing of an act to create Legislature for charitable, benevo
pretty young woman. We should find against any repeal in any manner of the Maine Power authority, Repre
lent or educational purposes, shall
sentative Samuel Norwood of Warren b? expended only under the direction
it difficult to mention a sight that is the present Direct Primary Law.
4 • « •
appeared as the sole proponent. He cf the Governor and Council. The
more repelling.
In face of this wave of economy stated that the act wag a replica of same committee reported “ought not
which is sweeping over the Maine on act now before the New York as to pass” upon the bill introduced by
We think that for the flrst attemp Legislature, as an outcome of the sembly which had been presented to Senator Speirs of Cumberland Coun
that body at the suggestion of Gover ty requiring compulsory voting in
Rockland’s automobile show is en
titled to a whole lot of pratee. The LEGISLATIVE NOTICES nor Smith. Mr. Norwood explained elections; “ought to pass” upon the
Unit the commission would be similar act to make uniform the authority'
handsome exhibits, the earnestnes
to the Ontario Development Commis
and fees for services of officers in
JUDICIARY
of their exhibitors and the interest
Tito Committee im Judiciary will give a sion. which was an arm of the Ca
criminal matters and “ought not to|
of the groups of visitors combined in public hearing in Its roenw at the Stall nadian government and which func pass’ upon act relating to retirement
House, in Augusta, on
tioned in such an economic and prac of stenographers of the Supreme Ju
a general air of success that must
WHPNEKPAY. March 23, 192", 2 P in., ,«1
tical manner that electricity in Can
dicial Court.
have been highly gratifying to all theII. following:
1) Xn 378 An Act tn change the ada was much cheaper today than in
The committee on Appropriations
concerned- It should establish our Jurisdiction of Ute Supreme Judicial and the United States.
Citing as an ex and
Financial
Affairs
reported
Superior Courts.
(Re advertised.)
city as an automobile center for
II I» Xn. 375 Atl Act relative to the ample the lighting on the interna “ought to pass” on the act establish*
tional
bridge,
half
of
which
is
paid
filling
nf
vacancies
in
'lie
ofll-e
of
Coked
ing a State contingent fund not to|
these east of the Kennebec regions
States Senator
by eadf government, (Mr. Norwood exceed $300,000 and a surplus reve
and become a regular spring business
II. D No 376 An Am relating Io the
said,
“
Though
both
countries
get
their
nue account.
number of voting compartments
feature.
H I). So. 373 An Act relnting to the au power from the same source, Niagara
The committee on Judiciary rethorization of issue of stocks, bonds and Falls,
the Canadian government i ported “ought to pass” on the hill!
notes ti.v public utilities.
pays
$8
for
its
share
of
the
lighting
The news despatches tell us of
preventing the soliciting or orders fori
s
I) Xu 136 An Act tn amend Section
The punch boards and other gambling
one Of Chapter 97 of the Revised Statutes and the United States $43.
church in New Britain, Vt., that
relating to right to erect anil maintain miii reason for this is that in the Unite I devicesy
building all $60,000 edifice, and many dams and to divert water by a canal tor
States electrical development is un
The committee on State Prisons re
(Re advertised.)
of us will wonder how it is going to mills.
der
the
supervision
of
corporations
If D. Xo 279 An Act providing for
ported *‘oughl to k pass in a new
raise the necessary money, when we recovery by tog drivers of damage caused by and in Canada, it is under the gov draft” on the resolve in favor of the
storage dittos.
(Re advertised I
34-.id
ernment. As other proponents, who Maine State Prison for mantenanoe
ale . told that, it never holds church
FKRhERICK W HINCKLEY. Chairman.
weye expected to address the com and current expenses. The new draft
HERBERT E HOLMES. Seelet.ei.
suppers or ice cream festivals, liars
mit tee failed to appear, the matter cuts the amounts .asked for each
passing the plate for Sunday collec
PUBLIC UTILITIES
was held over for a week.
year from $93,000 to $81,000.
The
Committee
on
Public
Utilities
will
Rive
tions and allows only members in
a public hearing in its rooms at the Stale
The new draft locates the combina
good standing to contribute towards House, in Augusta on
March 36, l»2"., at 130 p. tion railroad and highway bridge ":U
The final fight or, the Barwise re
running expenses. What a restful m THURSDAY,
on the following:
a point on the Woolwich side of the solve proposing an amendment to
S. P. 4HU; S. D. 210 An act granting to
church for women to belong to.
Kennebec River, between Sassanon the constitution prohibiting the use
Shortly after 4 o’clock yesterday
afternoon an automobile drove up in
front of the Thorndike Hotel, and six
men wearing the uniform of the (State
Highwa.v Police descended.
Registering at the hotel they left their
dunnage, and quickly reappeared on
Main street, where they created a
mild sensation by holding up every
automobile that approached.
The invasion was in line with the
State’s policy of having the squad
appear unexpectedly in various parts
of the State and see what conditions
are normally
The State Highway
Police in action here yesterday were
Charles D. YVentwofth, S. M. Frost.
K. F. Fowler. Eurle F. Grenier, Leo
Fowler, R. B. Watts. H. L. Thomp
son and their visit was planned by
F. E. Sanborne, chief of the depart
ment, who was also in the party.
Each motorist was asked to exhibit
his operator’s license and to give a
test of lights and brakes. The num
ber plates were examined, and an
inspection was made with a view to

Fifty-eight billion dollars repre
sents tit'" estimated aggregate of the
trade cat rieil on between the coun
tries of the world during 1924. To
what extent our own country shares
in these gigantic figures is exhibited
by the records kept since 1800. In
which year our share was about 8'J.
from which it advanced to
in
1913. 14% in 1918, the closing year of
the war, and approximately 14%
the calendar year 1924.

Every-Other-Day
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the State Highway Commission control of pipe
and pole lines, conduits, dam- and other
similar construc-tIons, and Howagc on the
lights of the way of public highways
S P 512; S. D 212 An a<« conferring
jurisdiction on the Public UrUities Uommh
sion on appeal in all cases of petitions or ap
plications to the Municipal Officers of Town -,
or the County Coninnsslonets. in the case of
unorganized "townships or plantations, when
a public utility is a iranty.
H P 10HI ; H. D. 310 Aji a<“t giving .ad
ditional powers to the Public Utilities Com
mission.
, ,
H. P 1110; H' D. 334 An a t relating to
the equipment of electric cars with head
lights
II P. 1142; H. D. 360 An act to equalize
the cost to takers of the service of public
utilities
ELMER J BURNHAM, Secretary.

Bluff and the present Maine Central
Railroad ferry slip” and '‘between the
north side of Broad Street and the
Maine Central Railroad ferry slip on
the Bath shore."
The change in
location is made so as to include the
latest survey made by Hr. J. A. I.
Waddell of New York, which has the
approval of the Maine Central engipeers.
The cost of the combination bridge
is specified at $3,000,000 and the cost
of the highway bridge alone at $1,350,000.

If a highway bridge alone is con-

URPEE'S

When You Move You'll Wanf-

NEW FURNntlRE

FOUR ROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED FOR.. .. .. ............................. $297.00
Look over the illustration above. This shows a sufficient number of pieces of attractive furniture to out
fit four rooms. If the selection above does not appeal to you there are many changes you can make and
still keep the price within $297.00.
•

REFRIGERATORS
We are agents for the famous
“WHITE MOUNTAIN”

For fifty years this refrigerator
a standard.

has been

TOP ICERS
They pay for tlftmselves in a single sea
son in the food and ice you save.

Colonial Buffets
$32.50
This is the substantial type
of furniture that will last
for a generation. A remark
able “buy” whilo’ they last.
Another big value is a hand
some

$20.00 and up
BIG SIDE ICERS
A feature value you can’t afford to over
look. Large ice capacity and capacious
food compartments. A real ice saver.

Quartered Oak
Buffet
with large mirror, for

$46.00 and up

$36.00

This High Grade Outfit Only .. $35.50

This Beautiful Windsor Rocker $14.50

Here is a bed finished in mahogany, walnut or oak, a high
quality spring and soft durable mattress. Note the low price.

beautiful

Finished in dull rubbed mahogany, this makes
piece of furniture. We have many styles.

IDOQC3QC3QQQC

Now
is‘the
Time
To Enjoy
a
Beautiful
Home

BURPEE

FURNITURE CO.

essary two-thirds vote favoring the'
bill will be cast.
Proposed amendments to the act
limiting hunters to the taking of one
deer will he consider ed. Hamilton of
Caribou introduced in the House
last Saturday an amendment to ex
cept Aroostook County from the ret.
Campbell of Kingman want'd Pe
nobscot County also excepted, and on
motion of Representative H imil* m
the matter was tabled and assigned
ft.-,- consideration for Wednesday of
fils week.

.ROCKLAND

—

X1AINT

.

20 Per Cent
Discount
To move a
Large Quantity
of Stock
Wc offer you
20't Discount

act is only to become effective if a
new bond issue of $6,000,000 ‘us voted
by the people, and the J’afee Act is
contingent upon the passage of a
new bond issue of $10,000,000 and a
three-cent gasoline tax.

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS

Hearing will lie given Tuesday
afternoon before the
ways and
Agents for—'
bridges committee upon the various
proposals for highway bond tssues
MARINE ENGINES
They include the resolve introduced
by Senator Maher of Kennebec call
Boat Brokers
ing for a new issue of $12,690,000: re
Boat
Building
solve introduced by Senator Par • of
of public funds for sectar ian schools, Washington providing a $3.00i>.000
and
Repairing
legislative
will he one of the high lights of the bond Issue for bridges;
Telephone 702-W
I roieedlngs of the S2d Legislature act introduced by Senator Smith of
Somerset, authorizing the Governor
at this week’s session.
It Is exirected that the two-thirdk and Council to issue bonds not ta ex
vote of the House in favor of the ceed $6,000,000, as highway at)d
measure will be forthcoming. Op bridge loan; act introduced by Rfpponents of the measure .say that esentative Dunbar of Orland, pro
[they have the necessary II votes and viding for issue of highway and
, possibly more, to block the hill in the ' bridge bonds by the Governor and
the legislature. Council not exceeding $342,300: act
upper branch
Senator Barwise of Penobscot, au introduced by Representative I’agc of
thor of the measure, believes thAt Skowhegan, authorizing'Issuance of
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
when the matter comes to a final $10,000,000 of highway bonds by the
showdown in the Senate, tluj nec Governor and Council- The .Smith |34-tf

TAKE HEED!
By Ordinance—All awnings must
have at least seven (7) feet clear
ance above any sidewalk in the
City of Rockland.
LUKE S. DAVIS, City Marshal

L. DOW JONES, City Engineer.

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD

EENTS

March 25—Clans of '21 High School Bene
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 27— Basket ball—Lynn, Mass., vs R.
H S (boys)
R. H 8. vs Old Timers (girls;
March 30—City schools reopen.
March 30—Thomaston town meeting.
March 30 Annual meeting of Shakespeare
Society with Mrs. .1. A Jameson, North Main
street.
March 31. April 1-3—Farmers' Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 1-2 -Rockport Benefit AQflOtrelS at
Strand Theatre
April 2 - Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3 (7.15) Address by A. L. T. Cum
mings of Portland, State Secretary of Maine
Chamber of Commerce, 'Methodist vestry, aus
pices of Woman's Educational Club.
April 3—Rockport—“Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dumalquas class of Baptist S. S.
at Union hall.

April tf—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12-—Easter Sunday.
April 15- -Ba(Mist Men’s League observe*
Grand Army night.
April 17 Address, "Tire Care of our Defeolives, Delinquents and Dej>endents/’ by
Grube It. Cornish, auspices Woman's Educa
tional Club at Methodist vestry.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho

Love To Tell the Story’’ was pleas-

dist Eoiscopal Churches In Augusta.

May 10—Mothers’ Day.

Weather Thia Week

Weather outlook for the week In
the North Atlantic States: Mostly
fair except for a period of unsettled
weather with scattering: showers
about the middle and*1 again toward
the end. Temperature near normal
or above most of the week.

Mrs. C. <). l’erry and Miss Evelyn
Perry are visiting in Boston.
Three trips a week for the Boston
boat, commencing next Saturday.

William Rllingwood, Jr., is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. E. It Clements, Win
terport.
Kenneth Smith of Granite street
is employed in Brookline Mass,
being very satisfactorily located.

("apt. Elwell of Rockland Break
water Light is occupying the J. M.
Richardson house Granite street.

j,—AND-

R. H. & GIRLS-REGULARS
Coached by Doris Black and Smilin’ Bill Sullivan

VS.

THE STARS OF AULD LANG SYNE
Helen SriBin, Daphne Winslow. Margaret Flanagan, Kitty Blethen,
Eieleen Flanagan, Corkte-Thomas, Agnes Flanagan, with even threats
of Pat Flanagan and Ea|her Stevenson joining in the attack. Thia for
midable outfit is being coached by P. McLoon who will doubtless mix
herself unices properly.<d.
v
*

Deck Every Engagement and Come te the ARCADE
‘
FRIDAY NIGHT
(And this is no sleigh-ride, either.

There will be a hearing on com-pulsory automobile insurance In Au
gusta tomorrow afternoon at 2
ociock.

On account of Illness, the dance
Almond Bird was helping deliver arranged for the Head-oif-the-Bay
Vncle Sam’s mail yesterday after an Will be postponed until a later date,
,extended layoff on account of ill and notice will be given.
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Wltham’, who
Isaac Beriiawsky has sold his cot resided on Pacific street the past
tage on Amesbury street to Frank winter, have gone to Green Island,
It. Blackington of Waldo avenue, who wherq they will stay-through the
summer season.
will occupy it.
Past presidents’ night, planned for
last Thursday, ’by Edwin Libby Re
lief Corps, will be observed the comipg Thursday night, instead. Mrs.
Millie Price will occupy the presi
dent’s chair. There will be special
The street sprinkler made its first features and an entertainment.
appearance of the season Saturday.
There was need enough of it yester
Fifty members of Mt. Battle Lodge,
day, but the weather was so cold that I, O. O. F., came down from Camden
a glary surface would have resulted. 'last night and their degree team
conferred the secorftl degree upon Al
\
William P. Gray, president of the fred L. Benner and Thurlo Hicketts.
Maine and New Hampshire Theatres The fish chowder king, William H.
Co., who recently underwent an oper Larrabee, set forth a repast which
ation at the Johns Hopkins Hospital gave great satisfaction - to about 125
in Baltimore, is reported as gaining “Three Linkers."
rapidly.

The seats were being installed yes
terday In the auditorium of the new
High School building. They are de
scribed as commodious and comfort
able.
/

MILLINERY’
OPENING

Ralph P Conant entered upon his
duties as clerk at W. I. Ayer’s cloth
ing store yesterday and saw The
Brook degree team in operation.

MRS. F. W. FLANDERS
Hat opened a Millinery Parlor at

Mrs. A. A. Jameson’s

Patrons of the Canteen store in
the American I-eglon building miss
the genial presence of Bob Webster,
who Is cooped up in the house, fight
ing a sturdy battle with rheuma
tism. Oscar Crockett is proprietor
pro tem.

Camden St., near Maverick Square
and will, be there

Today, Wednesday and
Thursday
sc-it

•Sunday was such a fine spring day
that some of the boys were seen hit
ting the trail for dry fields or pas
tures. armed with gloves and baseball
bats. Yesterday morning the tem
perature had tumbled to 24 above, and
mittens were more comfo'rtable than
baseball gloves.

*

City Treasurer Morey Is prouder'n
a peacock of his newly renovated
quarters in the city building. The
wails and ceiling have been done af
ter the manner of the mayor’s office,
but instead of being a “blue room’’
it is more in keeping with the treas
urer's characteristics.

I

Out of a carload of grain which
was heing discharged at the Maine
-Central depot yesterday crawled a
beetle unknown to this clime. An
Unofficial description of the stranger
.eredits him with having a reddish
.brown body, six business-like legs,
The Rockport Benefit Minstrels
Rockland has had comparatively and two long feelers. Master Law
little snow the past winter but plenty rence Pike brought the beetlevto The which dfew two crowded houses in
of slippery traveling. Commissioner Courier-Gazette office for ins'pertlon.i that town last week, will repeat their
entertainment, with new Jokes appli
Gardner informs a Courier-Gazette
reporter that 360 tons of sand were
The question of a neophyte as to cable to Rockland at Strand Theatre,
shoveled onto the sidewalks In an at “Why all those brooms?" as he re April 1 and 2. It's a mighty snappy
tempt to keep the pedestrians up garded Chemical one with a dozen show, and Rockland talent figures In
right.
tvorse-for-wear brooms in the back the lineup.
bnd, was answered yesterday nforning
W. A. Parsons, old-time roller polo when the big machine went shrieking
One of Rockland most enthusiastic
player is dead in Brooklyn. Among into battle with a raging grass lire stamp collectors is young Cedric
his contemporaries were Billy Ley- sweeping cityward from the; Lime French, who already has a large as
don and Hick Fttrhush, both of whom Rock Railroad tracks.
The brooms sortment neatly pasted into a large
have play«gl in Rockland many times. make, the oniy adequate weai«fh with stamp book. Like all collectors he
Leydon is in charge of a department which to bombat the low-ltaine. rap is constantly looking for rqore. and
at the big Broadway roller rink in1 idly running fire of such a callThe Courier-Gazette will agree to see
Brooklyn.
that he gets any unusual stamps sent
It was a fitting dose to d most to nr left at this office for that pur
Clifton K. Marshnll breezed Into
pose.
The Courier-Gazette office yesterday eloquent address when at thtf last
with a line brig In hjs arms, a dupli Educational Club meeting Bradford
The Forty Club grows more and
cate of the model of the F. Nelson, C. Radonnet impressively rendered
recently described at length in these Oliver Wendell Holmes’ poem “The more “chesty" every ,day. At l«ist
Chambered
Nautilus*
’
and
trie
fa

its athletes do. They have challenged
columns.
Mr. Marshall mad? the
craft In three weeks in his Willow miliar lines “Build thee more utately the Rotary Club bowling team, and
munitions,
o
my
soul
as
the
swift
sea

a match has been arranged for
street work shop.
sons roll.’’ The popular verdict is Thursday night at the Star alleys.
that
the
club
is
having
its
most
in

Tomorrow night there will bo an
I Albert R. Havener has the building
operations on his Broadway project teresting season, the flrst hour being elimination contest In Which any
devoted
to
a
diversified
program
of
member of the Forty Club Is Invited
well under way. He is now building
to participate, the flVfe making the
a large double garage which will study and papers by Us members.
best showing to be selected for the
serve as a tool house during the con
struction of two large bungalows.
The Young Peoples' Conference grand encounter with the Rotartans.
One of these Mr. Havener will prob composed of the younger representa
ably occupy, renting the other.
tives from tnost denomlnutfikijs in
In these days, when everybody is
the County held its sessions Saturday lending a hand toward the equipment
Negotiations have been completed In the Methodist church.
The ses-, of the new High School building'It is
for the sale of E. B. Mac Allister s slons covered morning, afternoon andj interesting to know that Mrs. E. M.
cottage at Bay Point to E. CMtrence evening and were occupied with de O'Neil and Mrs. R. L. Knowlton are
Miller, head of Philadelphia’s ieading votions, conferences and addresses. standing as sponsors for a piano in
bond house, who will occupy it, after Several outside workers were on hand the school gymnasium. As one step
it has been enlarged and improved. to assist the local men. Picnic toward raising the necessary fund
Already it is one of the finest cot dinner at noon and a banquet spread they are giving an Easter Monday
tages on this part of the coastIt at night by the Methodist ladies with dance in the Thorndike Hotel dining
was occupied by the Millers last sum the co-operation df all other churches. room. The date Is Monday evening.
mer.
April 13, and the Thorndike Hotel
Orchestra will furnish music. The
At a meeting of the Hebron Acad
Tentative plans are laid for a ban
enterprising ladies in charge have"
emy election committee Thursday
quet and lengthy business session of
their inventive' heads together figur
Winston
Filield
of
Rockland
was
the Rpckland Community and School
ing out what interesting novelties
Improvement Association to he held tn selected manager of the Big Green they can add.
Ice Birds for the season ot 1925-1926.
the Thofndike Grill one week front
tonight.
Plans for the season’s im Fifleld has put In two years as assist
•During the last three years It has
provements of the Broadway Athletic ant manager of the Ice crew and had
cost the average farmer In the State
Field and a forward looking pro well earned his berth. Besides his of Maine about 511 to lime an acre
work with the hockey men he has
gram possibly covering several years
been In the track squad and is one of land,” declares A. K. Gardner,
must be considered.
of the Green’s-best hurdlers. Lan crops specialist- of the Extension'
Service in discussing the necessity of
Rockland’s Auto Show has come caster is in his first year at the Acad lime on Maine farms. ‘This includes
emy but his consistent work as as
and gone anil was successful to the
sistant has made him the logical the cost of the lime, hauling to the
extent of signing up it-s participants
farm and applying," continued Mr.
for another year, which would indi hian for the position which he has Gardner- "The increased return per
cate that everybody was satisfied. received.
acre due to the greater production
The lp26 show will be held in April
The watchfulness of Representative of clover for two years has been
however, instead of this month, the
about 510 per acre over the coat. In
idea being to have the roads In hetteq Rodney I. Thompson has probably
other words, an application of a ton
condition. The several dealers re prevented an abnormal county tux
of lime per acre has been a profitable
port ti number of sales and n pleas being fastened onto Knox county. The
practice on the average Maine farm.
ing and business-lilac interest shown amount named in the resolve was
during the exhibition. Manager J. "$65,000—which is three times as large
As a stenmer was leaving the har
.Henry Graham expresses himself as qs Lincoln county’s, twice as large ns
Sagadahoc county, much larger than bor of Athens a well-dressed young
much pleased with ’Rockland.
Piscataquis and Waldo, and equal to passenger approached the eaptitin,
the large county of Oxford. The hill and pointing to the distant nlils, in
Don’t forget that the pres
,
ent moment it the only had had its second reading when it quired:
“What Is that white studf on those
one in which you have chanced to come unefer Representative
Thompson’s eVe. He hud the bill hills, captain?"
any promise that you will
“That is snow, madam,", replied
be
spared
to
serve tabled, immediately got in touch with
Clerk of Courts Griffin, obtained the the captain.
America. Do your Kianfiecessary data, and had tHF“Ttn‘ox
"Well," remarked the lady, "I
nish task today.
'-County tax reduced $12,000 for each thought so myself, but a gentleman
—Ku Klux Kian.
year.
Just told me tt was Greece.”
William Hodgdon, captain of the
Cenlral Fire Station was home over
Sunday from Portland where a new
and more powerful pump is being In
stalled on Combination Chemical 2.
The work will occupy about 10 days

i
SING

The OLD SONGS• 1 ■
In the OLD WAY

_

Happy Hour
Chorus
(Tonight)
"Why Be a
Christian?”
(Tonight)
"What Does the
Christian Gain?”
(Wednesday)

Hear the

Men’s Chorus
Wednesday and
Thursday

The

Begins what is known as

HOME CRAFT WEEK
This is the great semi-annual national event devoted to featuring anything
which goes toward beautifying the home.
This season we have ready for your inspection the largest assortment of Cur
tains, Drapery Materials and also special displays showing the latest ideas for cor
rect decoration.
'

Your Home Looks

Unfurnished Until
Properly Curtained
»

I

GOV. COBB JOINS FORTY CLUB

Becomes First Honorary Member At
Yesterday’s Luncheon—The Jazzamonious Orchestra.

Following an ovation that lasted
nearly five minutes ex-Gov. Cobh
found himself offered the distinction
of being the first honorary member
of The Forty Club ut yesterday’s
noonday luncheon in the Thorndike
Grill. The applause followed a mas
terly address by Rockland's distin
guished citizen on “Tile New Era."
Covers were laid for seventy.
A pleasing innovation was the ini
tial appearance of The Forty Club
Jnzzamonius Orchestra—Arthur F.
Lamb, Hr. Harold Jameson William
Vinal, Blandish Perry, Waiter C.
Ladd and Albert C. Jones. Their
numbers were applhuded to the
echo. The delicious roast pork din
ner was suplemented by tasty
“Beechnut After Dinner Drops" con
tributed by Rosenbloom Brothers.
Besides the musicians and the speak
er the guests included N. B. Cobh,
Ernest C- Davis George B. Wood and
Sidney Bird. George Ryan and Lin
coin E. McRae were admitted to
membership and several appiicn
tions received.
The Rotary and
Forty Club bowling teams meet in
the Thomas alleys Thursday night
for a preliminary battle. A commit
tee to operate along Boy Scout lines
was appointed including Judge A. L.
Miles, Principal Alden IW. Allen of
the High School and Dr. L. M. Rich
ardson. The speaker at next Mon
day's meeting will be S- T. Kimball
who will speak from extensive
legislative experiences. Any club
member is privileged to present a
question, mailing same to the Cham
ber of Commerce office.

Ever notice what new curtains will do to a house? The change is often start
ling, almost like remodeling. That’s because curtains not only are part of yopr
interior decoration but seen from the out-side actually form part of the wall of your
home.
We have an Experienced
staff—to help you with your
home decorating problems..
Consult them in making
your color scheme, in the
arrangement of your furni
ture, and the decorative pos
sibilities of your home.

First
Baptist Church

We will gladly call and give

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

estimates

for

upholstery,

draperies and floor cover

ings for your home.

«

A-------- ———--------- - -----------------1925

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
BORN
Iteaid—•Rockland, at ftl’sby Maternity Hos
pital. ’March 15, to Mt. and Mrs Holbert
Heald of West Rockport, a daughter.—'Ruth

Small—Rockland. March 20, to Mr. and
Mis Lewis Small, a daugltfcr. -iKlslc Char
lotte.
Fales—South Warren, March 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Kconeth Fales, a son.—ltussell
Stanley.
'Maxey—South Warren, March 2ft, to Mr
and Mrs. Charles W. Maxey, a son. Howard
Elwyn.

MARRIED
'Norris-(’a wens-—Somerville. M;nss., March
11. Richard 4. Norris ot Somerville and Miss
Nellie Mav Cnsnens ot SomervlHe, formerly
of Rockland

DIED

IN MEMORIAM
Cwa E. Ewell

Singing Revival

I

Monday, March 30th

it

It will be a real battle.)

The Children's Playground was un
officially opened yesterday witji a
thrilling game of two-old-cat.

Snow and. Byron Haning. Mr. I’.rowne
spoke on the subject “What must 1
do to he saved?” Mrs. Browne’s solo
“Why not say yes to Jesus" appealed
Io the hearts nf many.
The services will continue through
out the week, except Saturday, closI ing Sunday night with a hearty song
1 service by four combined choirs,
i Tuesday night a large chorus of the
children of the Happy Hour will
i assist the chorus choir. A special
j musical feature will be a young
; men's double quartet.
Wednesday
I night a fine song service wil tie con
ducted by the Boys’ Chorus and the
Men's Choir, with a Children's Trio
Thursday night inspirational music
will lie rendered by the men’s choir
and mule quartet, with a solo and
duet by Mr. and Mrs. Browne. Friday
night the church choir with a ladies'
quartet will be the musical features
The talks by Mr. Browne for the re
mainder of the week will lie brief hut
pertinent to the needs of the hour.
The object of the meetings Is the
strengthening of the chins and the
quickening of a religions spirit
the community. The attendance of
the public is invited and the co
operation is desired of any who may
lie moved to participate in these
nightly- meetings.

Barlow—Wiley's Comer. St. George. March
23. Mrs. Kmtna Barlow of Thomaston, aged
511 years
Curtin—Spriieo Head, March 23, Fred I,.
<We miss you everywhere.
Cunts, aged 53 yearn, 10 months, 20 days.
Gapt. Fred W. Koblnoon and wife, Lewis I
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from Spruce
Robinson.
r
-Head chapel.
-Wentworth—-Appletop, March 23. .lease L.
Wentworth, aged 72 years, to months, 23
CARD OF THANKS
Funeral Thuraduy at 1 o'clock.
We wish to extend our sincere ilianks to our days
Tripp .Smith Thomaston, March 21, Sahra
many friends and neighbors who were
thongiiKid and kind during our rerent be H.. widow of Wilburn A. Tripp, aged 84 years,
reavement, and to all those who sent beau y months, 0 days.
Heald -Rockland, Man'll 15. Itnth, Infant
tiful floral tributes.
Prank C. Ingraham and family, Mr. amt daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald of
West Rockport.
Mrs H A. Millay.
We miss your Wnd and loving hands,
Your fond and loving eaye;
We miss you from your home, Mother,

Announcing

CLASS

OF

’21

BENEFIT DANCE
In th’ Good Ole Summer Time

ARCADE, MARCH 25
TOMORROW NIGHT
The Biggest Event in the
Local Dance Season

Grindell’s Colonial Orchestra
BTALLOON DANCES
NOVELTY DANCES
FAVOR DANCES

It’s for the Benefit of the
New High School

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
You will need a Refrigerator. The time is NOW. We have in stock all
styles, sizes and prices from $11.50 up, with all capacities to 200 pound ice
box. Three door model, like cut, $20.00 delivered anywhere. Don’t delay,
but see us NOW while the selection is best. You can’t afford to buy a piece
of furniture so important and as permanent as a refrigerator .without FIRST
studying the attractive design and sound Workmanship of the honestly priced
line we carry.

Stonington Furniture Co.

FRESHLY SALTED

JUMBO PEANUTS
30c Lb.
CHISHOLM BROS.

L MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main St

Rockland.

WILL ALL PERSONS
Having any claims against
Silsby Hospital please send
at once to the undersigned
for payment.

Harriet Silsby Frost
Tel. 745-J

399 MAIN ST.

Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE

ROCKLAND

34-35

T

Page Four

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
HOW TO SOLVE A CRO88-WORD PUZZLE
When ike correct letters are placed In the white apnccs thia pnszle wll
apell words both vertically and horizontally. The first letter In each word li
Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed below the puzzle
Thus No. 1 under the column headed “horizontal” defines a word which will til
the white spaces np to the first black square to the r^ht, and a number unde
“vertical” defines a word which will fill the white squares to the next black on«
below. No letters go In the black spa<es. All words used are dictionary words
except proper names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obso
lets forms are Indicated In the definitions.

"73"

1/3
/?

is
12/

!9
25

24

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 24, 1925.

|23

|Z6

126

29

|32

135“ 36

|J7

I?

14/

l4r

45

Perfect home
dyeing and tint
ing is guaranteed
with Diamond
Dyes. Just dip
in cold water to
tint soft, delicate
shades, or boil to
dye rich, perma
nent colors. Each
15-cent package
contains d i rec tioirs so simple
any woman can dye or tint lingerie,
silks, ribbons, skirts, waists, dresses,
coats, stockings, sweaters, draperies,
coverings, hangings, everything new.
Buy “Diamond Dyes’*—no other
kind and tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to colon is wool
or silk, or whether it is-.linen, cotton,
or mixed goods.

WALDOBORO
*6

VINALHAVEN

NORTH HAVEN

Rev. Robert E. Laite of Bangor
preached at Union church Sunday
morning and evening. There was
the usual large attendance and speial music. While in town he was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Rossiter.
Mrs. Louise Hardison left Monday
for New York where she will be
the guest of her uncle, It. Mont Arey.
She will also visit her aunt, Mrs,
James Wareham. in Montclair. N. J.
The food sale held at Fifleld’s store
Friday netted $57.19, the pn coeds to
be used for repairs on Union church.
The tables were presided over byMrs. Fred Greenlaw, Mrs. David
Dunean. Mrs. Mary Noyes, Mrs.
Frank Rossiter. Mrs. Herman T.
Arey, Mrs. Frank Haskell and Mrs.
Frank Mullen.
Miss Mildred Final left Monday for
Springfield, where she will lie the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Harold
Marston.
The following teachers have re
turned to their homes for the vaca
tion: Mies Oliver to Nobleboro; Miss
Holmes to Portland; Miss Piper to
Belfast, and Miss Iluggard to Houl
ton.
Hilma Bradstreet of Rockland is
the guest of her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Quincy Maker.
Mrs. Margaret Birnie returned Sat
urday front Worcester. Mass., where
9he spent the winter.
Mrs. Mary Leadbetter and daugh
ter of Auburn who were in town the
past week to attend the funeral serv
ices of her sister. Mrs. Sarah Carver,
have returned home.
Kenneth Arey has returned from
Whitinsville. Mass.
Mfs. Sarah Smith returned Monday
front Camden where she was the
guest cf Mrs. Flora Athcarns.
Mr. and Mi's. Charles Shields and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Shields spent Sun
day at The Laurie. Shore Acres.
Mr. ai\d Mrs. Everett Libby and
son Ric hard are expected home from
Boston this week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh and
daughter Frances spent Sunday at
The Merrie Maes, Shore Acres.

NOTICE
To Handlers or Food In die Town of North

Hello Daddydon'tforget my

Vinalhaven and Rockland
• Steamboat Co.

The direct route between
Haven:
.
All persons engaged In the handling of ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
food are required by law- to have In their
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
posaeasioto not later than the first day of
ISLAND
January, 1925, a proper health certificate
WINTER ARRANGES!!*?
certifying that they and others employed by
them are free from Infectious diseases of any
(Subjsct to change without notiee)
kind
Tills includes restaurant keeper*, ho IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
tel managers wlthre meals are served, lunch
8. 1924.
counters, lunch vendors, persons operating
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
soda fountains and serving tec cream, ven at 5.30 A M.
for Stonington, North Haven,
dors or soft drinks by die glass, baker,, Vinalhaven and Rockland.
managers or grocery stores, sailers and clerks
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
of any kind in die above named establish for Vlna’haven, North Haven, Stonington and
ments.
Swan’s Island
All persons found in die Town of North
B. H. STINSON.
Haven wldiout auili certllhnte after April
General Agent.
first will be subject to prosecution in ihe
Rockland. Maine. Oct 6. 1924.
Municipal court.
Tills law is to be enforced
and must be strictly adhered to
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Bv order of Slate Board of Health Augusta,
Eastern Standard Time
t
signed.
FRANZ LEVONBKJtd. M P.
'
Trains Leave Rockland for
St)-38
Health Ofllcer.
Augusta. A 57 00 a. m . t? 30 a ra., 11 10p. ra.’
Bangor. A{7 (K)a. m , 17.30a. in , tl.10 p in. j
Boston. A57.00s. in., |7.30a. in.. fl.lOp. m. |
Brunswick, A$7.00a.m., t7.30a.m., tl-lOp.m.,

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

|5.30p. ni.

CITY OF ROCKLAND
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, of the
City of Rockland, hereby give notice to the
Inhabitants of said City and other per
sons haring Taxable Property within said
city, to make and bring in to said As
sessors true and perfect lists of their polls
and all tlielr estates real and personal, in
writing including MONEY ON HAND OR AT
INTEREST, and debts due more than owing,
and all property held in trust as Guardian.
Executor. Administrator, Trustee or other
wise (except as Is by law exempt from tax
ation) which, they were possessed of on the
first day 'of April. 1925 and to Ik* prepared
to MAKE OATH to the truth of the same
AND THEY ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED TO NOTIFY THE ASSESSORS
OF THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS OF
WHOM THEY HAVE BOUGHT OR TO WHOM
THEY HAVE SOLD TAXABLE PROPERTY
SINCE THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL. 1924.
And for the purpose of receiving said lists
and making transfers of all property bought
or Fold, the undersigned will be hi session
at the Assessors’ Room, No. 7, City Build
ing. lyom eight to eleven o’clock in file fore
noon. and from two to four-thirty o’clock in
the afternoon of each day.
WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 1. to FRIDAY. AJ’RIL 3. 1523.

Lewiston. A 57.00 a. in., |7.30a. m., fl.lOp. ni.
New York. fl.lOp. m.
Portland, AJ7.00 a. in., |7.30 a. m., tl.10 p. in.,
15.30 p. m.
Waterville. A57.00a m., 17.30 a m., il.10p.tn.
Woolwich. A57.00a.m., 17.30a.m.. tl.’V?.ni-.
f3.30 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
A Passenger., provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
IF28-24 V. P. & Geu’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt

Miss Margaret Ashworth was at
home from Freeport for the week end
47
|4T
15/
Mrs. Charles Rowe was a recent
visitor in Portland.
Redden the skin by the
154
Mrs. C. B. Stahl was in Rockland
52
I
last week.
Miss Betty who accom
use of hot applications.
panied her. remained for a visit.
Then massage briskly
57
59
16/
H. I. Eugley and Miss Janice Eug
with Vicks, spread Vicks
ley returned to Hazardville, Conn.,
on thickly and cover with
Saturday after spending the week in
hot flannel cloths.
town.
Slip a packet inymo* pocket
164
ts
Mrs. Willard Wallace of Bremen
when you go home tonight.
has been the guest of Mrs. Isadore
Hoffses.
(©. 1925. Western Newspaper Union)
Schools in town commence the
Special Notice to Executors. Administrators.
spring term next Monday.
Horizontal.
•
Vertical.
Give the yron£sters this wholesome.
Trustees or Guardians.
apo ub
A. M. Creamer and A I. Creamer
1—To wrestle
1— Walk toilsomely
*
Tiie statute provides that you must brine
Over 17 Million Jar9 Utcd Yoarly
have been called home from Southern
2—Steamship (abbr.)
west fcr pleasure ^benefit
6—East Indian potentates
in to file Board of Assessors a true and per
3— Drain
Il—Holy person
Pines, X. C., by the death of their
fect list of all taxable property in your
EXECUTOR’S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Use it yocrself after onaUn&ar when
4— Prevaricator
possession to date of April 1. •1923. other
15— Pertaining to the ear
father, Benjamin Creamer.
Wealthy P. Winslow
wise it will .be taxed as the statute provides,
6—Come in
14—Skyward
The undersigned. Executor of the last will of
at little
freshener/
Friends of Carl Hunt were pleased
and any personal examination of property Wealthy I’. Winslow, late cf Rockland. Knox
work
drags.
I&&
great
little
1
6— Wrecks
16— Fatherhood
by the Assessors will not be considered as
18— Mother
7— Skill in any branch of learning to receive word of his safety after
County, Maine, deceased, hereby gives notiee
waiver of neglect of any person in bringing that, pursuant to a license from file Knox
hearing of the terrible lire that de
19— Obscure
(Pl.)
in true and perfect list as required by law.
8— A bird
County Probate Court which issued from said
21—Nevada city noted for divorces
stroyed ’The Breakers Hotel’’ at
« • • •
ANY PERSON WHO NEGLECTS TO COM
court on the tentli day of March. A D 1925,
9— Boy's name
22— Nova Scotia (abbr.)
Palm Beach. Florida, with which he
PLY V/ITH THIS NOTICE -WILL BE lie will sell at public auction to the highest
10—Lower part of the leg (pi.)
23—Small spike
Sarah J. Carver
has
been
connected
this
season.
DOOMED
TO
A
TAX
ACCORDING
TO
THE
bidder, in said Ruk’.and on the 18tl» day
3 2—Leaseholder
24— Ancient France
LAWS OF THE STATE AND BE BARRED of April. A. D. 1925, the following described
Miss Celeste A. Clark entertained
13—Article
26—Established prices
Sarah J. (Caldertvood), widow of
OF THE RIGHT TO MAKE APPLICATION real estate of said Wealthy P Winslow, sit
at
a
family
dinner
party,
March
18.
15
—
Musical
instrument
28— Stop up the crevices of
William E. Carver, died March 17 at
EITHER TO THE ASSESSORS OR COUNTY uated In said Rockland, in said county, to
17— Decay
the occasion being her eighty-eighth
29— Follow
COMMISSIONERS. FOR ANY ABATEMENT wit : a certain lot of parcel of land, with the
18— What the farmer does to !>-• birthday. Miss Clark is the daugh her home on School street after an
BI—Pawns (slabg)
OF TAXES. UNLESS SUCH PERSON OFFER buildings thereon being an undivided twoillness of about two years, although
cow
B2—Correct (abbr.)
SUCH LIST WITH HIS APPLICATION AND thirds part thereof situated in said Rockland,
ter of the late Joseph Clark, one of seriously ill just three weeks. The
20—An armed soldier
SATISFIES THE ASSESSORS THAT HE bounded and deecribed as follows to wit:
83— Container »
23—Animal used to transport goods the pioneer ship-builders of the State. deceased was born July 20, 1841, the
WAS UNABLE TO OFFER IT AT THE TIME the Easterly half of a certain lot or parcel
84— Raps
She
has
had
a
life
of
wide
interests
25—Lutecium (abbr.)
APPOINTED.
of land together with the building thereon
85— Before (poetic)
daughter of the late Ezra and Ruth
F A. RICHARDSON,
situated in said Rockland and bounded and«
27—Deer
and her reminiscences, emanating
87— Exclamation of disgust
M. M DAGGETT,
described as follows:
Beginning on westerly
23—First part of a nationally known from a mind still active with present (Creed) Calderwood. and one of a
88— To stiffen
family
of
eight
children.
Dec
23,
.1
F
CARVER.
side of Warren street at a stake and stones
beverage
<0—Also
day events, are filled with the impor 1861, she was married to Mr. Carver
Assessors of Buckland.
at the northeast comer of a lot now owned
30—
Each
41—Exclamation
Bockland. Me., March 12. 1925
33-T-S8 by Amelia .1 a meson; thence South 55 deg.
tant happenings of three-quarters of and of this union two children were
31— Tramps
43— Flaming
west about 90 feet to tiie old Knowlton line;
a century. The occasion was much en born—a daughter. Mks. James O.
36—Scarce
44— Scatter
thence North 35 deg west on said line 85
AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
THE FLAVOR
83—Farmer’s storehouses
47— Toward the lee side (naut.)
joyed by the six members of her fam
feet ; theni’e North 55 deg East about 90
Brown
of
North
Havxen,
and
a
son,
Mo.
St.
Louis,
89—Smack
48— In place of
feet to said Warren street; thence South 35
ily present.
The fine repast was James O. Carver ot this town. Her
AS’SETS. DEC 31. 1924
40—Follows
deg. East 85 feet to (lie first mentioned
61— Ridges
served by Miss Edith Creamer, who death was learned with much sor
15,000 00 bounds.
Mortgage Loans ............ ...........8
42— Cures
Also a right in common with the
62— Ancient Hebrew measure
Stocks and Bond*............ ........... 6,950,3S»; 43 owner of westerly half of said house, to use
has
lived
with
Miss
Clark
more
than
43
—
East
Indian
dervishes
row
by
her
many
friends
and
ac

63— European river
440,435 35 the front door and file front hallway and front
Cash in Office and Bank . ...........
twenty years.
45— Preposition
a
64— Heavy mud
quaintances throughout this town and
Agents’ Balances .......... ........... 1,021.207 62 stairs therein.
46— Author
Friends of Chester D. Bennett in also at North Haven where for the
66— Boy’s name
302 08
Bills Receivable .............. ...........
■Said real estate above described will be
48— Rises
67— Exists
100,292 52 sold at two o’clock in tiie afternoon, on tho
town were saddened to hear of his last few years she had passed her
Interest and Rents .... ...........
49— Australian bird
58—Collect into grains
10,032 88 premises at No. 18 Warren street.
All other A-sse^s ............ ...........
death at Friendship, March 11.
Mr, summers with her sister at their
Tiie riglU
will
board
there
until
the
roads
are
50— Sap
61— Roadway (abbr.)
is reserved to reject any and ail bids.
UNION
Bennett was a resident of Waldoboro bungalow "Haven Rest.” Aunt Sarah,
in good condition for cars.
63— Entreat
Gross Assets ............................. 18,359.316 88
62— Rips
LEONARD M..CAMPBELK
for many years.
He was a member as she was familiarly called, had a
29.694 87
65—Volcano on Medlterrsnesa
Harry Joyce and Goodwin Thomp Deduct iems not admitted .........
63— Burn slightly
Exechtor as aforesaid.
Mildred Farris entertained a patty son ate doing some carpenter work
68— Boy’s name (abbr.)
of Charles Keizer Post, G. A R.. and kindly greeting for all with whom she
66—East Indian soldier
Rockland. Maine, March 14. 1925
88.538,622
91
Admitted
Assets
.......................
69—Nonsufflcient (abbr.)
»33-T-39
86— One who scolds
will be missed on Memorial Day as canto in contact and possessed the of 20 friends and relatives on Sat tor Dr. Chesney at Dunham's Point.
60—Ovum
1JAB1UTIES DEC. 31. 1924
he was never absent from the exer ability of making friends and keeping urday afternoon in honor of her !»th
The Christian Endeavor society re Net Unpaid Losses ..................... . 729.979 11
CITY OF ROCKLAND
62—Township (abbr.)
The solution will appear la next Issue.
birthday.
A
delicious
treat
of
ice
cises
.and
marched
in
the
parades
as
Z
------cently added some new member*?.
64— For example (abbr.)
them. Her home relations were char
Unearned Premiums ................... 1.465,255 41
Regulations
and License of Dogs and Protec
long as his strength would permit. acterized by kind and tender devotion cream and rakes was served and the
294.941 29
Clifford Eaton is hauling out weir All other IXaMUfies .................
tion of Sheep.
He was a member of Co. D 31st to her family, a loving wife, mother cutting' cf a big birthday cake with stock for It. W. Knowlton who is Cash Capital.................................. 1.999.994) 00
Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
Solution to Saturday’s Puzzle
Maine Regiment in which he enlisted and grandmother. Her loss will be white frosting and pink ami white getting his weir in readiness for the Surplus over all Liabilities .. 2.148,315 90 April, of a dog more than four montira old.
RAZORV1LLE
in 1S63 and served until 1865.
He felt not only by her associates but candy trimmings, adorned with nine season. •
dial!
annually before tiie ten'll day of Raid
Total Liabilities and Surplus . $9,538,622 91
April, cause it to be registered, numbered, de
pink candles was the cause of much
After a two weeks’ vacation the
EDWARD W BERRY Agent,
' Missionary Overlook went to West received a severe wound at the battle by all with whom she was connected.. rejoicing among the little folks.
scribed and licensed for one year commencing
49 Broad St..
of the Wilderness.
students who attended Deer Isle High
Besides the son and daughter who
with the first day of April aforesaid, in the
Appleton Wednesday where he of
36-T-42
Rockland, Maine.
The Silver Tea given at the Library arc left to mourn her loss and with Mildred received many pretty gifts. School started in Monday for the
office of the clerk ami shall keep around Its
ficiated at the funeral of Will M. Mc
beautiful
day
gave
them
an
ojtporneck a collar distinctly marked with the own
by the Woman’s Club met with great whom she about equally divided her
strenuous two-mile walk to resume
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
Lain
er's name amt its registered number, and shall
unity
to
enjoy
their
games
out
of
success.
The library was prettily time, there remains a sister, Mrs.
their studies.
COMPANY
P
to said clerk fur a liceise the sum of
The heavy rain <if Thursday made dec »rated for the occasion and the
Williaim Haynes made a business
tip (h'llar and fifteen cents for each male dug
Mary A. Leadbetter of Auburn: four doors.
114 Washington St., Salem. Mass.
! the traveling difficult in many places affair was continued until Friday on
Mr.
Metcalf,
who
has
been
at
the
and for each female dug incapable of produc
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1924
I trip to Camden last week looking af
grandchildren. Miss Vonie E. Brown
EE3S
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen
1 as the frost has come out badly.
account of the severe storm.
Mrs, of New Rochelle, N. Y.; Miss Doris Jones Sanitoriurn for some time, dis ter the interests of his yacht which Real tiptate .................................. $ 97.590 00 ing
Earl Boynton and Malcolm Clark Hovey, Mrs. Mayo, Mrs. Kuhn, Mrs, Brown of Lynn, Mass.; Foy W. appeared Thursday night and no tid is in winter quarters at the railway.
StoclB and Bomb ....................... 1,040,309 00 cents for each female dog capable of produc
ing
young.
Any person becoming the owner
12.575 Ml
Cash in Office and Bank .........
went to Augusta Thursday and made Stahl and Mrs. Gay poured and other
Brown of North Haven, and Mrs, ings of him have been received. Men
39,019 99 or keeper of a dog after file first da\ of April
Agents’ Balances .........................
,
the
trip
by
auto.
have
been
dragging
the
pond
and
not
duly
licensed
as iierein required, shall
sm □ css
16,599 00
members of the club assisted in Fernald F. Aines of this town; also
Interest and Rents .....................
LONGEST PHONE CIRCUIT
10 81 within ten days 'after he becomes tiie owner
All other Assets .........................
Missionary
Overlook
went
to serving.
□na
The receipts were 835 six great grandchildren and several river
or keeper of said dog, cause said dog to be
Osmond, son of Dr. II. l’lumer, who
Windsorvilie Thursday to officiate which will go for the purchase of new nieces and nephews. Her grandchil
•Gross Assets ........................... $1,296,896 92 described and licensed as provided above.
studying for tiie ministry, occu
at the funeral of William If. Bar books.
The world's longest, telephone cir- Deduct Items not admitted ...
18.747 41 Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed
dren were her especial joy and pride
ing purpose may receive annually a special
pied
the
pulpit
at
the
M.
E.
church
eViit is between Chicago and 1x>s
In “The Air Mail” by Byron Mor and often expressed a desire to have
|A B i rows.
kennel license authorizing him to keep said
Admitted Assets ..................... .$1,188,033 51 dogs
It would take
gan and produced ' by Irvin Willat them with her on every possible oc Sunday evening and gave a fine ad- Angeles—2000 miles.
for said purjiose, provided he keeps said
Minot
Bowman
visited
nt
Charles
EIEEQ ■■■ HLDD
LIABILITIES, DfcX’ 31 1921
dogs wlhin a proper enclosure.
When the
local fans will see a picture of roaring casion, and never was so happy as drear. It is very pleasing to see one seven days to make the round trip
French's in Somerville Sunday.
$
29.959
35
kennel
license authorizing him to keep said
□n
of our ycung people taking up this
Net Unpaid Losses .....................
465.390 17 number .of dogs so kept docs not exceed ten,
Linwood 1’. Jones is confined to his action at the Star Theatre tonight when surrounded by them. She was noble work, and all predict for him end would cost a minimum of $200 Unearned Preufiums ...................
A talk Io Chicago over the telephone All other LiabiTitles ...................
11.1X0 62 the fee for said license shall be ten dollars
bed with a very had case of sciatica. Byron Morgan, who is the author o a charter member of the Ladles of the
bright future.
100.000 00 and fifteen cents t when the number of dogs
for ten minutes would cost about $10. Cash Guaranty Capital .............
Bluebirds, blackbirds and robins the great success, “Code of the Sea,” G. A. It., an order in which she mani
A double bill of entertainment will In many instances the telephone call Sun»lus over all ijabillfies ...
599.238 37 so keid exceeds ten. the fee for such license
shall l»e twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and
I have come in abundance. All that is has written a love story around the fested a great interest, and as long be presented at Town llail Thursday
today takes the place of a seven-day
Air Mail that is as exciting as it is
no fees shall be required for tiie dogs of
XV
Everybody is—when I needed now to bring spring is the appealing. It is filled with daring, as she went out. she always at when the High School repeats tiie trip. . Noivhete but in America is Total Liabilities and Surplus .$1,188,959 51 such
ownef or keeper under the age <»f six
tended its meetings.
Impressive
Agents: COCHAN. BAKER A CROSS.
months.
Dogs covered by kennel license
stomach and liver arc assessors.
humor and heart interest.
Jack funeral services were held Friday play “When a Feller Needs a any suchXelephone service rendered.
Rockland, Me.
shall
be exempted from the provisions of this
I Mrs Susie Watson who has been Holt, Billie Dove and Douglas Fair morning at 11 o'clock. Rev. M,
Friend” in conjunction with the fea
TALBOT INS. ACENIT.
out of order.
section
requiring
registration, numbering, and
36-T-42
Camden. Maine.
helping Mrs. Minnie Savage for th' banks, Jr head a big star cast.
collaring —Section 102, Chapter 4, R. S.
Perry of North Haven officiating, ture picture. Douglas Maclean in his
Dyspepsia .indigestion, bil past few weeks, hiis completed her
best
picture
to
date,
“
Never
Say
E
R. KEENE, City Clerk.
The bearers were H. W. Fifield. F. I,.
DETROIT FIRE 1$ MARINE INS. CO.
33-40
iousness, constipation and duties and gone to her home at
Roberts, I. W. Fifield ami E. m’ Hall Die.” Two big shows in one; either
Detroit.
Mich.
that tired feeling quickly 1 Clark's Coiner.
NORTH APPLETON
Interment in the family lot at Ocean is worth the price of admission
ASsSETS. DEC 31. 1921
removed with
B. K. Ware, funeral director, was
Real Estate ................................... .$ 115.513 25
View cemetery. The abundance of Sherman's orchestra.
H.M. deROCHEMONT
Mortgage ixwns ......................... . 1.189.559 00
On account of the rain Thursday beautiful flowers were silent testi
i at Fogg's Corner to care for the
Stocks and Bondrs ....................... . 1,811,982 29
106 PLEASANT STREET
the work planned for that day by the monials cf the esteem in which she
■•::e-nl of
late will H. McLain.
SUNSET
85.65.5 15
Cafih in Office and Bank .........
Prompt and pleasant.
Take two
Agents *Balances ......................... T* 219,059 37
On March 16, traffic here was car '. W. C. was postponed until March was held. Those from out of town
37 926 19
Interest and Rents .....................
tonight and feel good tomorrow.
PLUMBING HEATING
H. W. Knowlton has recently
ried on by sleighs, sleds, wagons, 3S. The regular meeting was held in who attended the funeral were Mr.
the evening with one new member and Mrs. James o. Brown. Mr. and bought a dory of P. J- Eaton.
Only 25 cents. Sold coorywhere
automobiles and wheelbarrows.
Gnws Asses ............................. .$3,18'*.78»r 25
TEL. 244-W
present. Edw. Johnson won the highest Mrs. Foy W. Brown. Mrs. Ruth Bev
15.125 93
Deduct items not adortt-ted ...
Dudley L. Sellers
shingling his
Harvey B. Moores of Augusta number of points in solving the origi
HT-tt
formerly of this place, it is said was nal cross-word puzzle, and also won erage and son George. Frank Calder- ba?n.
Admitted Assets....................... .$3,171,361 22
wood, Ezra Merrick and Hqnry Dun
Mrs. H. W. Knowlton accompanied
1 the successful bidder for the Star
UABMJT1US. DEC 31 . 1921
the prize in the spelling contest
ARTHUR L ORNE
stage route from Waldoboro -t which followed. All regretted the ill can of North Haven. Mrs. Mary A her husband home last week.
Net Unpaid Ixmcs ................... .$ 175.151 49
Leadbetter
and
son
William
E.
!a>adMis#
Minnie
Brown,
who
has
been
.
1,313.918
56
Unearned Premlunn ...................
Liberty. Harvey is a veteran stage ness of Albert L- Pease, one of the
Insurance
4 1.590 00
All other Liabilities ...................
driver, he and his father, Robert C charter members and treasurer of better of Auburn, Miss Doris II clerk in P. J. Eaton’s Rtore for the
809.000 00
Cash Capital ...............................
Brown
of
Lynn.
Mass.,
past
three
years,
has
left
that
posi

and
Miss
Successor to A. J. Xrsktno A Co.
Moores, having carried the mail on the cluli. The entertainment for the
.
1,111.691
26
Surplus
over
aJl
LiahiliMej
...
Vonie E. Brown of New Rochelle, tion.
tills route and .the one from here to next meeting March 26. is in charge N.Y.
417 MAIN 8T„ ---------- ROCKLAND
'Samuel Coid went to work on the
Total Liahiltties and Surplus . $3,474,361 22
Augusta for more than 30 years.
of Carroll Fenwick, who has prom
I> H. GL1DDKN. Agent
quarry at Stonington last wetefc. He
Vinalhaven
36T-41
ised something original. Lunch was
MARTINSVILLE
serve 1 at the close of the meeting.
APPLETON RIDGE
“California Fig Syrup" is
NATIONAL BEN FRANKLIN FIRE INSURFriends of Mrs. Lizzie Wentworth
ANCE CO..
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
of this place are sorry to learn of
Pittsburgh. Pa
The Ladies Circle will meet at the
Th, Fainou, ShMt Mu,I, y«u ms s4v,rASSETS. DEC. 31. 1 T21
Dependable Laxative for
Mrs. Elizabeth •Sprowl and sMi lie:* recent accident at 'the home of Grange hail March 26 for an all-day
tl»d in ill th, leading magazine.
Real Estate ............................... .$ 221.900 10
Walter are guests of her parents. Mr. her son. Adelbert Wentworth in session to knot a comfortable. Mem
Ov,r
220
Mlaetlon,—«snd
for
"Mortgage Loam ....................... . 1.161,894 12
Camden
where
site
has
been
spending
and
Mrs.
Lyford
Mills
at
South
Hope
aatalsgua
.
2.843.821
21
Stocks
and
Bonds
...................
bers
please
take
box
lunch
as
there
i
Sick Children
.. 499.091 26
Cosh in Office and Bank
Miss Maude Fuller who teaches in the winter. She fell through a trap much work to be done.
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Mo.
Agents’ Balances ..................... . .'Hi 1.373 14
Rockville is spending a week's vaca- door into the cellar breaking one of
The little daughter of Willta
4,836 30
Bills Receivable .......................
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHC.
her legs in two places. She was re Hooper has been very sick with
1 tion with her parents.
56.111 16
Interest and Renta ...............
All
other
As'Sets
.......................
..
27.8SK
62 JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
A pleasant evening was .spent at moved to Knox Hospital.
bad cold and bronchial trouble.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
iXkfcr-j
the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. N.
Miss Margaret Harris is home
Gross Assets ........................... .$5,292,259 81
T*hree Crow Soda and Cream Tar
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
I had suffered from chronic nervous Deduct Items not admitted ...
Moody when 30 people gathered for a
39.146 59
from Farmington Normal and Misses
PRESCRIPTIONS. K00AKS.
DEManchester
Resident
Had
tar
produces
Better
results
than
any
ness
and
indigestion,
and
I
just
suf
song service on Friday evening.
Muriel and Evelyn Hooper from
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
Admitted Aaftcta..................... .$5,252,813 31
fered terri'Wle distress from ga~s and
LARGING.
Bert Whitney Is in Hope with Ills Baking I'owder and Substitutes.— Rockland for a week's vacation.
Suffered
Fifteen
Years
LIABILITIES. DEC 31 , 1924
cramps in my stomach. The ga
i wood sawing machine.
The village school taught by Mies
370 Main Street, Rockland
press up around my heart and Net Unpaid Losses ................. .$ 428.719 73
• • • •
Gertrude Lowe has closed for two
From Chronic Nervous would
Unearned Premiums ............... . 3.298,981 05
lungs, making my heart palpitate and All other Liabiiifios .................
weeks
’
recess.
11 1,599 97
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Wednesday was looked forward to vnll can haves copy olthi. 184 PajeCataloi
causing me much difficulty in breath Cash Capital ............................. . 1,000,999 00
ness and indigestion.
Edgar Brvine came home last
1 hv the six girls who make up the I UU by sending u, your name and addrea
Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 501,127 56 C.M. WHEELER, D.C.PH.C.
ing.
There
was
a
terrible
gnawing
evening with his new motor boat the
Clover Class of the Sunday School
sensation in my stomach, and it just
Pilgrim. Ed is a hustlerand Surplus .$3452.813 31
Chiropractor
for they were to meet at tile home
SHE IS NOW LIKE DIF seemed like my nerves were moving Total Liabilities
E. C. MORAN & CO., Agents.
The
roads
in
town
are
fast
drying
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
of their teacher. Mrs. Elizabeth New3G-T-12
a
rou
nd.
up.
The heavy rains did much to
FERENT PERSON
Graduate Palmer School ot CklregrMtle
bert for the afternoon, be entertained
“Well, it’s simply remarkable what ___
061c, Hour,;
settle the mud question, especially on
at Slipper and invite the boys class
t*hree
bottles
of
Karnak
has
done
for
Mendeya.
W,dn,,daya. Friday,. 10-12; 2-t,
the State road.
7-t. Tuesday,. Thundlyt. 10-12: t-f;
for the evening.
Wednesday was a
me.
It
has
given
me
an
excellent
‘
It's
Simply
Remarkable
Harold Hupper will leave Tuesday
Saturday,. 10-12. Tel. 886
beautiful day and the happy girls
appetite, and has done away with tho
for a trip to Boston and New York
What Three Bottles of gas
gathered about i o'clock and the lime
and indigestion so completely that
where he will combine business with
was pleasantly spent with games and
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Karnak Had Done For it is scarcely noticeable. My nerves
pleasure.
music. Their teacher presented them
are like new now, and I feel fikek an
Seeds and
There
will
be
a
social
at
th
Me,
”
Says
Mrs.
Cunning

Osteopathic Physician
with class pins, a four leaf clover in
entirely different person.
I have
Agricultural
Grange hall Tuesday evening wit
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
green with the letters C. C.
After
never found anything that heli>ed me
Needs
ham.
ice
cream
on
sale
The
proceeds
to
Tclaphona 138
supper 11 lioys with their teacher
Dairy and
like Karnak has, and I wouldn’t be
n ».■ ,
,/Member
go toward .the new lights.
The
38 UNION 8T., ROCKLAND, ME.
Poult iy
Edward Aines, appeared on the scene
Consolidated Stock Exchange'
without
it.
It
’
s
the
greatest
medlcipe
treasurer bits now about $35 on
Hurry Mother!
Even a fretful,
Graduate of American 8chool of
Still another highly esteemed Man
Supplies
and then the fun begun. They spent
of Agw York
Oeteopathy
feverish, bilious or constipated child
chester woman comes forward and in ever made.”^
hand.
of every,
Try
Karnak
yourself
!
And.
re
some
time
I11
playing
games
and
then
loves the pleasant taste of "California
"Laddie” the pet Collie of Mr. and dorses Karnak, the famous new medi member—Karnak Pills are an essen
Dcscriptit
the
C.'s
entetained
with
the
fol

STOCKS .nd BONDS
Fig Syrup” and it never fails to
L. R. CAMPBELL
Mrs. Roy Hupper, died Tuesday with cine that everyone is talking about tial and vitally important part of the
sweeten the stomach and open the lowing program: Music, Chrystal
the epidemic that is so prevalent w ith and which is doing so much good Karnak treatment, especially if con
Publishers of the
Stanley:
recitation.
Cecelia
Whitney;
Attorney At Law
bowels. A tcaspoonful today may pre
throughout this section among all
dogs.
stipated.
•
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
vent a sick child tomorrow. It doesn't song. Faustina Brown, music by Ruth
classes This time it is Mrs. Mary
676
MAIN
ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
which is sent free to
cramp or overact. Contains no nar Moody; recitation, Iloena Brown;
Cunningham, of 939 Elm street.
music,
Faustina
Brown:
conundrums,
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
cotics or soothing drugs.
“I have been »o wonderfully bene
investors upon request .
OWL’S HEAD
Ask your druggist for genuine “t'ali- .Marion Hull: duet, Faustina Brown
E. W. HODGKINS,
fited by Karnak that I feel it my sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
tefreshments
•fornia Fig Syrup” which has directions and Chrystal Stanley,
06l,s Heure: I to 3 end 2 to 6 P. M.
The citizens of the town of Owl’s duty’ to tell my friends and other suf Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
10 STATl STREET BOSTON
of
assorted
cakes,
cookies,
sandwich

for babies and’ children of all ages
Federal and Temple Streets
Head will hold a special town meet fering people what a truly remark- Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Rtlldsaee uetll 9 A. M. and ky AggelitaMkl
es
and
cocoa
were
served
by
the
gills
printed on bottle. Mother! You must
T,t,nh,n, 114
Portland Maine
ing at the Town hall. Head-of-the- afble medicine it really is.” declares Co.; and by the leading druggist in
say “California” or you may get an after which a general sing w*as en
Mrs. Cunningham, “For fifteen years every city.—adv.
TH0MA8T0N, ME.
Bay at 10 o’clock a. m March 30.
imitation fig-syrup,
joyed.

c

HEST COLDS

V

R

Scaled Tight-Kept Right

After Every Meal

LASTS

□ho naasE ana
□beiiejhe]

aaa

MISERABLE!

A

Chamberlain’s Tablets

MOTHER!

Clean

Child’s Bowels

SHEET MUSIC 15c

NY NERVES ARE LIKE
NEW, SAYS N. H, WOMAN

CHAS. P. DOW & CO.

I

M. D.

Every-Other-Day
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Dependable Quality

ALASKA’S WORST WINTER

4

H81»

Always possesses a fresK and uni

formly delicious flavor.

substitute.

Accept no

Insist upon S A LADA

But Charles O. Walker, “Most Northern Florist,” Correct*
Some Impressions About the Epidemic In Nome.
Alaska has Just experienced the that anyone ever sees, and It Is at
worst winter ever known in the this time of year that we have to be
very careful and not get snowbltnd.
North, but tlie reports concerning I just tell you that there are some
the epidemic in Nome were re na Idg piles of snow on the mountains,
and it is packed as hard as ice and
tional and inflated, according to a next month the avalanches will come
letter received this week by Mrs. E. W. down, taking everything before them.
“Now a little about our Governors,
Berry of Broad street ft;ont her
past and present, as you were interbrother Charles O. Walker of Skag
e te l for my opinion.
I know them
way, Alaska, “The Most Northern both very, very well, and there
Florist in the World.”
The letter are no nicer, squarer men to be found.

TROUBLING YOU
Instantly!

$60.80

$60.80

End Indigestion

or Stomach Misery with

“Pape’s Diapepsin”
As soon as you cat a tablet or two
of “Pape’s Diapepsin” your indiges
tion is gone! Heavy pain, heartburn,
flatulence, gases, palpitation, or any
misery from a sour, acid stomach
ends.* Correct your stomach and di
gestion for a few cents. Each pack
age guaranteed by druggist.

Quick Sales

We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Small Profits

Tells Price

THE BUSY GRANGERS
■
Aggressive Plans Ahead For
Steady Growth of Farm
Fraternity.
MORE THAN A

WANTED
SECOND HAND
RANGES

IF STOMACH IS

"SAIADA"
T E A.

Page Five

$60.80

$60.80

■■ ■—I

MILLiqn

An interesting development of the
year in Grange work is the creation
in Maryland of an Endowment Fund,
started at the last State Grange ses
sion. and to which several thousand
A?
dollars nave already been given by
interested Grange members. This
i Fund will be used for organization
work In the state and to develop va
rious branches of Grange activity,
with contributions solicited from in
dividual members and from Granges,
and in the hope that from time to
time legacies will also swell the
Fund.
Maryland is considered a
promising field for Grange extension,
and the organization of many new
r
subordinates In that state in the
F 1S14-A
coining twelve months is confidently
expected. The Grange in Maryland
cooperates heartily with other agri
cultural organizations and all to
gether are Joining forces in a for
ward-looking agricultural program
for the state.
■New York state has for some time
had an extension fund of this char
acter devoted to Grange promotion
Scene in Skagway, Alaska, Showing a Por
work and at the last session of the
tion of Charles O. Walker's Flower Garden.
National Grange at Atlantic City
steps were taken to create a similar
endowment fund in the national or
was dated M irch 5. Mr. Walker says Bone is a man whom the political
Of the more than a million Buicks in use
ganization, to be used for extension
In part:
I gang in Washington could not handle,
efforts and to supplement the annual
today, the last 350,000 built have Buick
“We have had the worst winter that 1 and he resigned, but goes out of ofoutlay from the organization treas
was ever known in the North, hut j Bee " >th the good will of every man ury. all of which points to targe
mechanical 4-wheeI brakes.
On these
Bill and I have come through fine *n the Territory, and he has one of plans ahead for the extension of the
and dandy.
Our winter broke Feb. ; lhe
families in the world.
He Grange throughout the country. Re
350,000, Buick 4-wheel brakes have
27 and the Trade Winds started from Raid he would much rather go back turning agricultural prosperity in the
proved their increased control and safety
the south last Friday night.
The to his railing than to he a political Mississippi Valley promises to
<dd wind has done some howling, tool for the scavengers in Washing followed by the organization
by faultless operation through nearly
and with it was a blinding snow ton, hut right here is’where many of many new Granges in Missouri, Iowa,
two years, in every extreme of weather.
storm for three days.
The warm the grafters have fallen out of the Illinois and Minneota, while the out
.winds carried the snow off as fast frying pan into the fire, for they will look for Grange extension in Wiscon
ns t fell, and now we are having never have the handling of our new sin. Nebraska and Oklahoma is con
> >nie of the finest weather in the governor, George Parke, whom I sidcred particularly good. Following
v hole world.
Bright. sunny days, have known well for the past 17 the collapse of various oilier agri
lie Is a man liked by all cultural movements in recent years a
with frosty nights, and we will have years.
short cold snaps for the next two Alaskans, and will work for Alaska’s strong reaction is setting in towards
57 PARK STREET
His appointment was all the Grange, which Is nearly at the
months.
We are now having nice interests.
long days with the brightest sunshine done through our delegate in Wash 60th milestone in age and has proved
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build tiiem
ington, and ik was all so sudden that by many years of actual service its
it eante like a thunderbolt out of a adaptability to meeting agricultural
clear sky.
We elected Dan Suther problems and needs.
land to go to Washington as a repre
sentative to our people, and he is a
The recent report of President
fellow who wilt get about all he goes Coolidge’s Agricultural Commission,
after, and no one will put anything which, after making a thorough sur
over on him.
You well know that vey of farm conditions in the coun
Alaska has been a paradise for graf try, strongly stressed cooperative
ters, lint their days are getting num marketing and urged its early con
bered.
What I could write about siileration for legislation by Con
some of the crooked work would gross, focussed attention upon the
make a volume, and it would take fact that this has 'been one of the big
them all in, from military struts to projects which for years the Grange
missionaries.
Of all the millions has been urging upon the public
and millions of money that has been thought.
This farm organization
appropriated for government work has long fostered the forming of lo
in Alaska what have we to show for cal cooperative units and at its an
It and where has all the money gone? nual session at Pittsburgh, in No
“A few words about the epidemic vember 1923, It worked out a very
at Nome
Many of the reports have elaborate cooperative marketing sys
been inflated, and the sensational tem and sent a special committee to
headlines of the newspapers have Washington, where it remained in
been too much for the true conditions, session for several weeks finally de
and so many of the patters were ever vising several drafta of 'bills em
a car for fishing,
ready to throw criticism to Gov. bodying the cooperative marketing
Bone for discouraging the use of the idea.
These suggestions were later
trips to the
airplane to send relief, when we who included in several of the marketing
live in the North well know that bills still before Congress; and in all
for Sunday picnics.
weekly payments out
that would have been sure suicide. its advocacy of business methods for
earnings will
you
The only possible way that any relief the aid of the farmer, the Grange has
can lie sent into our isolated places. constantly and consistently empha
Ford
can start with
In severe weather, is by the old re sized cooperative marketing as fun
liable native dog team.
Some of damental.
any amount
want, and make deposits
■ • . . .
the sensational news that has been
The
most
thickly-populated
Grange
written
about
the
dogs
bleeding
from
find
convenient. Almost
realize
the lungs, and the loss of some of the district In the United States has
most valued ones from the extreme Pittsburg as its center, and within
will have
car
cold Is just the rottenest kind of a radius of 300 miles from that city
bunk.
1 most surely know what more than 300.000 memhers of the
already
their
out native dogs can endure, for I have Grange live. The latter include ap
way. Ask the nearest
Ford Dealer
explain
owned some of the tinest teams in proximately 100,000 each In Pennsyl
the North.
In the past they have vania and Ohio, and HO,000 in New
how they did it
how easily you
do
brought many dogs and horses from York. Two counties in the latter
the States, and the cold would burn state have a membership of more
or write us
their lungs and they would die in than 8,000 Patrons, while six New.............................................. . ..................................... . ............ ••.........................................
harness, but I have never lost a na York counties have upwards of 6.000
tive dog from freezing, and have numbers apiece- There arc more
Ford Motor Company, Dept. N-2, Detroit, Mich. :
than 900 subordinate Granges each In
never known any one else to. '
Please mail me full particular* regarding your ea»y plan for owning
!
New York and Pennsylvania, and al
• • • .
an automobile.
Z
most an equal number in Ohio, while
“We now have the caterpillar trac fully one-third of the entire Grange
Name
tor to take the place of dogs and membership of the country is located
horses and one big ‘cat’ that we have in these three states.
Street
pulls a train of giant sleds with 125
« • « •
State tons of ore out at a load, up the Yu
Town
One of the latest contributions of
kon over the ice for 250 miles, in the the Orange to the school progress of
coldest weather. We had a steamer the times is its outspoken assertion,
come in to Skagway this winter witti recently made In a national way that
a load of powder for the mines, and In future planning of rural school
tile Idg ‘Cats’ took it all down the buildings two provisions must he
Yukon, to the mines, in two loads. made:—(1) (For the 'best sanitary
COUPE
“I atn sending you a collection of equipment; (2) for adequate play
SEE
THE
NEAREST
seeds and bulbs for your garden. grounds for the children. Special
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER
Due special begonia is direct from emphasis Is placed upon the latter
Holland, and I want you to talk need, which has been sadly neglected
Dutch t\i It.
Then 1 have sent you In planning rural schools in the past
aster seeds of the most choice kind, Grange members everywhere are
Runabout - - - $260
and I consider them the most won urged to insist that hereafter no
Touring Car • - 290
derful of the whole aster family. building plans shall he considered
Tudor Sudan •_ - 580
The color is old rose with full cen that do not .provide amide play
Fordor Sudan - 660
ter. and splendid to keep as cut flow grounds while the Importance of
On open cars demountable
ers.
I am sending only the seeds suitable environment for the build
rima and starter art $85 extra
that I think you cun make,the best ing is to he emphasized more than
All prieuu f. a. b. Dutroit
use of.
ever before.
• * • •
“N. B. No. 1—Fried ooliguns, baked
spuds, hot jetns and mince pic for
The Massachusetts State Grange is
supper. Hurrah .
to cooperate with local subordinates
"N. B. N. 2—Wafllesnnd rolled oats around Concord and Lexington In
for
breakfast,
Hurrah-Hurrah. celebrating the 150lh Revolutionary
You needn't tell me that any one anniversary the coming April, for
could have eats like that with Wlm- which elalKiratc preparations are be
min around the house."
ing made and at which I’rcsident
Charles O. Walker,
Coolidge is expected to .bo the honor
(The Most Northern Florist in the guest.
World)
Pat and Jerry were bosom friends.
“SHINGLE HEADACHE”
One day Pat fell from the top of a
telephone pole, but caught a wire and
Devotees of the hair bobhing fash hung suspended. Jerry rushed for a
ion in London now are complaining ladder that happened to be conveni
MAKE
SAFETY
YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY
of "shingle headache." This is noth ently near, at the same time yelling:
ing but a form of neuralgia, medical “Hould on, Pat! Oi’H get yez down in
men say, caused by sudden removal a minlt !”
of hair from the tender nape of the
‘Och., me lad!
Why didn’t ye
neck which Is thus exposed to the hould on?” almost sobbed Jerry as he
blustery March winds.
Hats that bent over Pat at the hospital.
'Sure, Oi was afraid the wire'd
tit close and very low at the back
are said to he an effective safeguard break," said Pat.
- TEL. 333. ROCKLAND

Made in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INCTelephone 713.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

Dddse Brothers

Buick
Four-Wheel Brakes

I

COMMERCIAL CAR
Its economy of maintenance could
have no better proof than this:

It is operated in fleets by a long- list
of business houses whose selection
of equipment is based strictly on
comparative records.
Screen Commercial Car $910, f. o. b. Detroit
$960 delivered

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

DYER’S

GARAGE

Rockland Dealers
TEL. 124

WeMyffirdia&e&twv

DAILY
NDAY

Invest a little each week
for this summers vacation

for

Small
of
soon give
delivery of a car.
Under the
Weekly Purchase Plan you
practically
you
of any
size you
most
before you
it you
the
paid for.
165,000 people have
purchased
Fords in this
Authorized
to
and
can
the same. See
him today
direct.

country,

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

©D. B.

SPECIAL OFFER

The Bangor Daily News
FOR 3 MONTHS
TO A NEW SUBSCRIBER
Where News is NOT NOW taken in family

It has the Latest Telegraph News of the World besides your
Home News and Correspondence from all over the State.

“THE NEWS IS PRINTED TODAY NOT YESTERDAY”
FILL THIS OUT TODAY
THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS, Bangor, Me.
Send the Bangor Daily News for................
to the following address:
Name....................................................................

Street and No...................................................

Town and State.........................................

Enclosed find $...............................
Paper* sent out of State at regular rates plus extra charge for postage.

T36S38

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day*

Roddand Couner-Gteette, Tuesday, March 24, 1925.

Page Six
I

STRAND THEATRE

DOUGLAS

MacLEAN

~ HOUSEHOLD

Captain and Mrs. James E. Creigh
Paramount Girls Cortie4y Co.
ton arrived home Saturday after sev
—IN—
eral weeks visit in Boston and New
Opens Week's Engage
Jersey.
a
ment—Feature Pictures.
More wild geese went over the
Dr. Harvey is closing his house
town Saturday night on their way
The Paramount Girls. Comedy Co.
and the vgjiole of the furnishings
north.
They are advocates of an
opened a week's engagement at
early spring.
are offered for sale
From Willie Collier's Great Stage Success—You’ll Die Laughing at
Strand Theatre yesterday, ahd in
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
The average selling price of furniture has dropped 33 1-3 Per
The Unkissed Bridegroom, the Fast, Furious, Funny Divorce
spite of the fact that the scenery did
Clara T. Sawyer Friday afternoon. It
Cent since the high wartime level—in many instances the fall reaches
Fakir, the Hurry-Up Wedding on the Palm Beach Special.
not arrive in season gave two very
Some big bargains in the lot
will be "Mothers” meeting.
Mrs.
Five Famed Doctors Who Gave Doug a Funny, Phoney Examina
pleasing performances.
The com
Hope Brewster of Rockland will be
50
Per
Cent.
This
sounds
like
a
broad
statement—
but,
we
invite
you
tion, the Hilarious Joy-Ride in the Dilapidated Cab Which Lott
pany is not a large one. but eyerv
the leader.
56 Talbot Avenue
Horse and Cabbie, With Douglas Inside, Which Just Missed 79
member of the cast does a specialty
in to talk it over for we can prove our statement.
Oeorge E. French, who spent the
Obstacles As They Ran Smack Into the Honey Moon Boat on
which is worthy of a place on the
winter with his son Frank in Mon
Which His Sweetie Was Waiting.
/
big time circuit.
treal, arrived home Thursday night.
Steve Mills, he of the illuminated
Mr. French is greatly improved in
PATHE NEWTS
AESOP’S FABLES
nose, is the principal cor-odlan, and
Advertisements In this column not to ex
health but Is not a well man yet.
An example of the new price range is to be seen in our northern
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cignta,
nobody will ever question ..is versa
Asked about his impressions of the
TOWN
HALL,
UNION,
THURS.,
MARCH
26
3
times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
tility. He's always a scream
.Bert
people and city he stated that every
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
window.
Fay.
the
second
comedian,
would
be
times.
Six words make a line.
With the added feature High School play, "WHEN A FELLER
thing there was on a large scale.
in the featherweight class ifvhe were
NEEDS A FRIEND.” Sherman’s Orchestra, 15c and 35c
I'he business places are in very large
COMPLETE BEDROOM OUTFIT, regular price $93.25, will be
a prize fighter, but he’s
"heavy
blocks some of the stores employing
Lost and Found
weight at* comedy ami does a clog
sold at a—
1600 clerks.
The large establish
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 27
LOST—Auto number plate -No. X8337 with
dance
that
will
make
your
Jg^es
ments are owned by very wealthy
tail light atached. TRAIN URBAKERY
sparkle.
\
Frenchmen.
He met but few peo
iW*28
GLOVER
HALL,
WARREN,
SAT.,
MAR.
28
Among
the
many
high
class
spe

ple who could speak English. Mo
LOST—Saturday lx tween Deep Sea Inc.
Chiffonier,
Dresser,
Bed,
Spring,
Mattress,
Two
Chairs,
One
Rocker,
cialties
is
the
jazz
toe
dancing
by
the
nnd Lisle St., an envehope contadeilng a sum
rally the people do not differ much
of money.
Reward if returned To H TORHaven twins.
Nothing like It has
from the Americans.
Murder, rob
NEXT WEEK
One
9x12
Rug.
FASON, 10 Lisle St . City or Tel. 908-M.
been seen here this season or for
beries and minor crimes were as
36*1t
MONTY BANKS in “RACING LUCK”
several seasons.
Clever specialties
common ns in the States. He found
Seeing Is Believing—Complete Is the Word
LOST—Brown buck glove at Odd FVlIows
are also introduced by Helen Scanlon
living in the family of his son very
ball Friday night.
Finder kindly leave it at
and Doris Black.
pleasant, every possible attention
OREL E. DAVIES Jewelry Store
36-It
Edna Evelyn is a very charming
being given to him.
Mr. French’s
FOUND—Pi tree with money.
Owner can
soubrette while Felix Marlin as
have same by calling on MRS. JOHN BROWN,
yearning for his own home and
CAMDEN
Thomaston, Tel. 186-2 and paying charges.
“straight" makes a well balanced
Maine air were too strong to be re36* It
show.
sisted.^so he has come back to the
Rockland, Maine.
The Friday Club is invited Mar. 17
LOST—Shell rim glasses on School or Main
There will he three changes (hiring
old places and ways.
to meet with Mrs. A. B- Higgs and
Sts.
Reward
K. R. SPEAR. X. E Tel
the week.
’
Thomaston now has the privilege Mrs. Earl Wilson at the home of Mrs.
Co., or Tel 855-W.
35-37
Today's
feature
picture
is
as
much
of helping support two picture com Higgs in Rockland. Picnic lunch
LOST—1 ’ocketbfHik, between Burpee Furni
talked
of
as
tlie
show
itself.
Not
to
panies with two shows each week.
ture Co , and E. B Crockett’s stores
MiRiJ?.
ill be served at 1 o'clock
Ail those
see Nazimova ill "The Redeeming
Mrs A. D. Davis is out after a not solicited please take cake 01
FRANK 16OSS, Owl’s Head. Tel. 83 Y
Sin
”
is
to
have
missed
an
underworld
3
number of weeks sickness.
Miscellaneous
andwiches.
k sj
classic.
The famous star is sup
/
Miss Mary J. Jones who has been
Mrs. Willard Hardy and daughter
LOBSTER
FISHERMEN, LOOK!
Funnel Summer Cottages and Board
ported
by
Lou
Tellegen
and
Otis
Har

confined to the house this winter by Justina of Stonington, were guests of
hoops for |,ot heads $l,7.'i a hundred or $1’,
lan.
lameness, was out to church Sunday. Mrs- A. L. Decker last week.
per M
A W. GRAY. Mattnlcus, Me.
IF YOU hnvfc a cottage to let or desire
The feature for Wednesday and
30-41 summer boarders, advertise the fact In this
Miss Harriet I.evensaler is in with
Joel KeJ-es Grant Circle Ladles’
paper
where tlHiii.sands will read of it
Thursday
will
be
"The
l
’
agan
Par

NOTICE—Thk> Is to foAvid ail pers,iiis
a severe cold sjmilar to those which nf the G. A. R., are to give a dance j
son"—another line screen story, with
SUMMER HOME—Overlooking water, one
thixtiog my wife. Myrtle B Miller, on my
have been prevailing in town for in K. of P. hall Friday, April 3. !
aroount, as after this date I shell pay tw acre land.-5-room cottage house. 25-ft. stable
such stars in the cast as Rosemary
some time.
Music by Smalley's Orchestra of
bills which she may contract.
Signed. or garage, outbuildings, fruit trees, good road,
Theby, Wyndham Stanley and Tully
Misses Bertha I.uce, Evelyn Kal Tenant's Harbor.
GKOkOK H 'MTI.LKR. Roekport, Man-Il 23, price $650.
Farms and summer homes a
Marshall.
specialty.
If you wish to buy or sell fee
loch and Alene Clifford are at home
1925.
JO
’S*
Mrs. C. C. Wood and Mrs. A R.
me at rtnee.
H L. STEVENS. 192 LimeThe performances begin at 2 and
from Farmington Normal School for Halford entertained the Picnic Cluh
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN—Invalids rock St., Rockland, Agent for Mjmie Farm
7.30 p. ni.—adv.
or'any parly who require services of ii night Agrtiey of Portland, Me.
the Easter vacation.
34 39
the home of Mrs. Halford on
watch may address F. W. COVDL. Rockland,
Capt. and Mrs. E. I.. Montgomery Central street Thursday afternoon.
Me
35*37
and Miss Teresa Montgomery will be An Italian dinner was served and
ABOUT
THE
CONDITION
OF
THE
OIL
IN
EMPIRE THEATRE
REPAIRING DONE ON WATCHES. I'links
Wanted
at home about Easter time.
auction enjoyed.
and small work S. ARTHVR MAt'OMBF.It.
YOUR
CRANK
CASE
Dr. A. W. Peabody has sold to R.
WANTED
—
Work
with vacuum e'cflner.
23 Ameabury strert, Rockland. Maine 32*37
Corinne Griffith and Milton Sills
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French of
Save taking up your carpeth. TEL. 46 'll
W. Davis & Son of Rockland the Seth Philadelphia are guests at Green
will be shown for the last titfte todayFAPERHANG1NG AND PAINTING. For
______________________________ 36 tf
Butler farm on the Marsh road.
such wurlr^liune 349-M or cal at 16 Pleasant ^WANTED Odd jobs of any kind giv»-n
We are now able by the use of a recent inven
in "Single Wives" which boasts an
Gables for a few days while packing
street, Rockland. C. C. JOHNSTON.
Miss Lena Shorey is spending her their household goods.
exceptional cast, including Kathlyn
prompt
attention.
Drop card to L P. XEW28*40
tion to tell you the exact condition of the oil in
Easter vacation in town.
„_________ B4RT..2 Blake PI, City.
36*lt
Williams. Lou Tellegen. Henry 14.
LET
ME
QUOTE
PRICES
TO
YOU
on
Dia7,
rT".
-----"LT
----------—---------At its meeting Friday evening
Walthall, I’hyllls Haver.
Phillips
your
crank
case.
raond Tires and Thbet. Weed Chains and
F0R
J* iv ill* ‘
m ,S n<,a£’
Th*
Food
Fair
How does it look from
Henry Knox Chapter, R A. II.. con
Smalley, Jere Austin and John Pat
Spark Plugs; also five used ears from $85 * J” ' ,Tj?n,?dS,
Iup o $300
JOSEPH E. CLOl’GH. 174 0 Box --‘*
Me
.3. 11
The Camden Athletic Cluty is to
ferred the Mark Master degree on
rick.
Oil
engineers
have
now
perfected
a
device
14-tf
Pleasant
Rockland ________
be congratulated for the great suc
four candidates.
FOR SALE—Two lots with buildings there
_
—St., ______________________
S|
Wednesday and Thursday, there is
the rear?
whereby you may know the exact condition of the
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. on to? bThuness purposes
P. O. BOX 227,
The World Wide Guild will have cess of the Food Fair which was
two big feature pictures at the Em
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened Ihockland, Me.
36-11
a roll call next Monday. A supper to held in the Opera House Thursday.
pire Theatre. "Welcome Stranger."
oil
in
your
engine
the
same
as
the
tester
tells
you
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOL'D ST.
WANTED 40 to 50 fodt power pleasure
members of the Guild only will be Frida}' and Saturday. The booths
24-tf
featuring Florence Vidor, Dore Dav
boat.
J L. CHAJ’TX, Stonington, Me 35*40
the condition of your battery.
served at 5.30 o’clock.
The public were attractive in crepe paper deco
idson, Noah Beery, Lloyd Hughes,
If anyone is going to make
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge
WANTED—Maid for general housework In
is invited to come in at 7 o’clock and rations. Mark W. Ingraham adver
TOL
covered
buttons,
plaiting.
PHYLLIS
and "Born Rich.” with Claire Wind
family of two.
56 MASONIC ST.
Tel.
MAN MORSE. S5I Main 1 Tel. 868 M
DON’T TAKE ANY MORE CHANCES WITH
spend the evening with the Guild. A tising Keystona. used green and
35-37
sport of your Spring hat—the sor. Bert Lytel and Doris Kenyon.
1-tf 823.
white, and a sealed glass jar of nails
collection will be taken.
'Welcome Stranger.” the screen ver
LAOIEfc—Relllblt .toek of hair foods .1 i r WANTED—Capable woman as ho.iark«qar
THE OIL IN YOUR CRANK CASE
Orient Lodge, F. & A. 51., is having with free guesses as to the number
fun is going to be made behind sion of Aaron Hoffman’s great
the Rockland Hair gtor., Sy« Mala St
Mai) I fl,r fv“
,n 5ma11 family, to K" home
contained featured there.
The
hildren
nights preferred,
its hall dedecorated.
One used
HELEN* C. RHODES
Broadway play of the same name,
ordera eollclted.
only need apply.
CALL 94 W.
35*37
DRIVE
IN
TO
OUR
SERVICE
STATION
AND
1-tf
The Class of ’25, T. H. S„ have prize, enough Keystona to paint one
is a humorous story of how aa.en
your back.
WANTED—Second-hand books.
I must
settled the question of who shall be room and a brush with which to put
terprising Jew with a sense of humor
LET US TEST THE OIL IN YOUR ENGINE.
buy at right price, fFREDERICK WALTZ.
who at the graduation. Valedictory, it on, was won by Paul 3. Young,
overcomes the racial prejudice of a
Eggs and Chicks
Tel. 392-M.
31-36
Here comes a Mallory hat small New England town, puts It on
Ruth Pillsbury; salutatory, Wilma who guessed 840, the correct number
WANTED—Boy to work in coat depart
Cushngin; first oration, Haviland being 841. Miss Freda Gushee pre
THIS
SERViCE
IS
FREE
the
map
and
becomes
a
leading
citi

ment
FI
LLER-COBB-DAVIS.
34 36
wearer up Main Street now—
Kelloch; second oration, Bernard sided at this booth. Next in line,
zen.
WANTED
—
Farm
within
25
miles
of
Rock

its
colors
pink
and
gray,
was
the
Achom; gifts, Helen Young; class
Born Rich" is a vigorously pre
land. Condition of buildings not Important If
note as he passes that the
history, Ramos Fcehan; prophecy, sample booth. 50 loaves of Burkett's
price is right. BOX 231, Rockland, Maine.
sented story, told smoothly and elo
31 36
Raymond Beattie; class will, Klva rullworth Bread were given each day ;
ROCKLAND, ME.
shape delivers as many good quently and swiftly- From begin
PARK STREET, COR. BROAD.
to the first 50 ladies. Soap, Bon
Spear.
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
ning to end it is graphically porUmy12 feet. Must be first class condition and
This afternoon at 6 o’clock a nice Ami, Nash's Milk and other things
looks around at the kitchen as ed. and is well worth seeing.—
cheat.. JOHN O STEVENS, Burpee Furni
were distributed each day. A. B.
supper can be had at the Baptist ves
ture Co., Rockland.
22*tf
Stevenson, the local wholesale candy
try.
it does at the front door.
PARK THEATRE •it?
Mrs. Ernest Bunker left Monday manufacturer, had a large display of
ROCKPORT
For Sale
morning (nr Boston lot a visit of one candy and salted peanuts. Black and
Mrs Wesley Thurston is spending
"Flames of Desire.-' the sensational
red were the colors used.
The
week'BABY CHICKS—State tewed It I. Reds.
FOR SALE—New 14-foot, doubtender.
Ap
week in Portland.
Aneanas, Leghorns', $22 per 10(t.
Pekin ply to I). A WHITMORE, 5 CutiHnvreial St.,
Miss Susie Hahn of Warren spent Handicraft Shop had a most attrac
Always that way—a Mallory William Fox picturization of Oulda's theMrs.
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR
Mary K. Payson of Rockland
Ducklings, Collie pups
Clrcuiam free. Rockport
celebrated novel “Struthmore" will
Phone 376-5.
.
36*38
Sunday with Mrs. James Feyler and tive yellow booth with stamped
SILVKftLAKE POl'ETRY FARM, Tilton. V
dresses on display.
hat never limits a man to one conclude today with Diana Miller was the guest of her parents, Mr. and
jj
36-38
Miss Mary Rice.
FOR SALE-- House, three sheds an<l large
playing the role of Marion Vavasour, Mrs. C- Fred Knight Sunday.
ham. good location for repair garage and
Hon. Hollis Gillchrest spent the
The booth of the C. Y. B. and Ry.
DAY
OLD
CHICKS-S.
C.
It.
I
Reds.
$18
MrsArthur
Berry
is
confined
to
tilling ska Mon on ear line from Rockland to
wickedest woman;
weekend at home.
per 100
From good layers; hatch will t»» Thomaston. Address H B. GARDNER, Rock
Co. was presided over by John Mc good face but it keeps his
The
Paramount picture
"The her home by illness.
out 28th of March
JOHN KE1XAXEX\ IL land. Me.
Fred Linnell has secured a position Grath the genial maanger of the
*
36*38
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
S.
Ingraham
D. 1, box 102, Warren, Me
35-37
Swan." written and produced for, the
friends from having two!
in Boston.
IF YOU WANT
baseball team to whose tireless ef
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
screen 1>y Dimitri Buchowetski is'the and Miss Marion Ingraham of Milo
EGGS FOR HATCHING at the Anglers 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
There will be no supper at the forts much of the success of the fair
Some Good Reliable
Farm, Tnion
R. I. Reds. Aneonas, Mi- improvements; one of itJie best locations In
feature Wednesday nnd Thursday. are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enos E.
meeting of Grace Chapter, O. E. S., is due. Here a large jar of coal in
n»>cas. White Leghorns. Wyandottes, $1 for the
The
story is one of Princess Alexan Ingraham this week.
; in first class condition throughout.
tomorrow night.
15
eggs
;
Light
Brahmas
from prize pen, $2 Call city
various sizes attracted the attention
The Fred A. Norwood W. K C. re
or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
dria. the Swan, wh’oee mother, ruler
for 15 eggs.
L. S ROBINSON, Mgr.
Tel Rockland, Me
Friday night Henry Knox Chapter, of the guessers and Stanley Clark
$5.00 and $7.00
36-if
of a small kingdom in the Balkans, ceived from their town meeting din
Vnlon 9-5.
34 t6
R. A. 51., will have a large class ot was the winner of one-half ton of
ner and supper which they served at
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 85 acres In
plans
to
marry
her
off
to
a
prince
FOR
SALE
—
S.
C.
Red
Baby
Chicks
and
candidates for the Royal Arch de coal for guessing nearest, 923, the jar
Windsor, Me , equipped for sending milk to
of a neighboring principality. But the the G. A. R. hall the sum of $31.60
hatching eggs from heavy laying strain. creamery,
gree.
At' 6.30 a banquet will be contained 925.
way of narrow gauge: farming
Maytag
Washing
State accredited. CECIL NEWBERT. Waldo tools, etc , by
Mr- and Mrs. Sidney Andrews of
girl
is
in
love
with
the
young
court
wood for home nae, five cordu fit
served by Grace Chapter, O. E. S.
boro, Me.
51*36
Spring Neckwear — lot*- of tutor. Adolphe Menjou plays Prince West Rockport have been guests of
Machines were exhibited with a
ted for stove; and pa-ture with pier.y wa
The date of the Home Night at the color scheme of red and
white,
S.C.R.I, RED HATCHING EGGS AT $4 A ter.
Apply to A. J. RAWLEY, Tenant’s ««»•In New and Up-to-date Models,
Albert. Cortez is the tutor and Miss their daughter Mrs. Walter Carroll
M E. churrh has been changed to by Mrs. Gertrude Waterman. The
setting, or $26 a 100. Plnecrest-Orchard , bor. Me
36*38
Stylish, Good Fitters, backed up
Howard is the Princess Alexandria. for a few days.
bows
!
Stock.
Every
cockerel
that
I
am
using
its
I
April 1.
F. E. Allen's green and white booth,
by the Manufacturer’s GuaranFOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
The public schools are closed for
dam has a record 195 and better. State
Helen
Lee
Worthing,
former
"Fol

The [Adies’ Aid of the 51. E. church and coffee was served here each day
L
F.
tested for white diarrhoea. L C. MORTON, cukivatjrm. real money maker.
antee of Quality and Service,
lies" beauty. Is cast as an alluring a vacation of one week.
CHASE, 45 Middle 8t.
Te^665-2
35-tf
will meet at the vestry Wednesday by Mrs. Gertrude Waterman. The
friendship, Maine
27-38
Don’t Fail to See the New
Reuben Shaw and family have
blonde lady-in-waiting who flirts
for an all-day session.
Picnic din double space in front of the stage
luFOR SALE—Large braided rugs
BABY CHIX—Wyllle’s S. C. Reds raised
Numbers That We Are Show
with the philandering prince to the moved from Amsliury llill to Ralph
35*36
on free range, trap nested and bred for type quire 23 FRANKLIN ST
ner served at noon.
was occupied by A. S. Prince and
ing for Spring. Big Stock to
distraction of the scheming mothers Wentworth’s house on Elm street.
and color. State accredited for white diarr
Pictures tonight—‘Fable Picture en Arthur INutt. It was attractively
FOR eSALB- Thoroughbred. Collie pups,
Mrs. Maud Iteed of Camden was •Select from for
hoea. Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe beauifully marked red and wh$te, splendid
who try asthey may. can’t fieem to
titled "Monkey Business"—two reel decorated in blue and gray and taste
arrival guaranteed
F H. WYLLIE, Thom
get prince and princess together — the guest of her mother, Mrs. Elsie
for
cattle and pels. Price $5 for males here.
$2.98
aston. Me.. Rt. I Tel. 199-6
15*29-79
comedy "His Wife’s Friend" and fea ful}- furnished. At this booth each
FRANK WATTS. Union, Htar Roue.
35*37
Young Sunday.
adv.
ture picture, ’ICode of the Sea," Watts guest was asked to write her name
Better
Grades
For
Miss Virginia Bean is spending the
FOR SALE—Own your Home
House
BABY
CHICKS
hall, Thomaston. Next week, “Flam on a card and the name drawn would
built in 1923 for sale to settle estate. 3
week at her home in Greene.
$3.95
Pure bred, Inspected and culled.
and shed.
Lot 75x64.
See J. W.
ing Barriers."—adv.
WARREN
receive a very beautiful floor lamp.
100 rooms
Mrs. Frances Clough of Rockland
50
Varieties
15
SPAULDING, Agent, near premises or call
Including
the
New
Light
Ten
Mrs. Emma Barlow died suddenly The lucky person here was Miss I
Tlie Ladies Circle of the Congrega
Rhode Island Red............$4 75 $8 75 $16.50 362-M, 23 DUNTON AST
was the guest of her sister Mrs- S.
35-37
Shades
16.00
8 50
Barred Rocks..................... 4.50
late yesterday afternoon on the mail Gladys Cole. At Haskell &Corthell's i
tional church will bold a cooked food Josephine Wall Sunday.
FOR SALE—8 -room house built for two
11.00
7.50
Wh
.
Brn..
B
’
ff
L
’
gh
’
ns
.
4
oo
bus near the Wiley's Corner post orange and brown booth Gents’ fur-, All the prizes were awarded Satur sale at the Warren Dry Goods Store
Lot 150 feet square; three nice
Mrs. Sue Orbeton entertained the
9.50
18 Off families
tVhlte Wyandotes .......... 5.00
SPECIAL
office, enroute to Martinsville to visit nishings were on display and a fine day evening at 10 o'clock.
Build
tomorrow at 3 p. m.
Home made Nitsumsosum Club Monday evening
Get catalog.
Prices on 500 and 1,000 lots. fruit trees; chance to keep 100 hens.
ings
in
excellent
repair
H. E. KALIX)C1I.
DiscShtinued Lines of. PUMPS
with Mrs. Mason who accompanied ly fitted weekend case was offered | Friday afternoon the baby show bread, doughnuts, cream puffs, cakes at the home of Mrs. Nina Carroll.
postpaid.
Consult us before ordering elseThomaston,
Maine.
Tel.
129-6.
34-36
wliere
and OXFORDS that we have
her at the time.
Mrs. Barlow was as a prize for guessing the number of, was a big drawing dard. In the 6 and pies will be on sale.
Reffeshments were served.
H. H STOVER A CO .
FOR SALE—New nrtlch cow and new U.
about 50 years of age.
Her father time the firm name could be months to 1 year class, first prize, a
bought
to
sell
for
The H. L. Russell grocery store has
1169
Forest
Ave
,
Portland
The Twentieth Century Club will
Seiiarator; 2 h. p. marine engine.
W L.
died last week at Togus.
34-66 S.
spelled from the letters used In a silver loving cup, went to Harold I added a fine new white poreela in re- be entertained Friday afternoon at
MERRIAM. Union. Me.
R No. 3
34*39
$1.98 and $2.49
'Searching parties have' been out Jarge oval. There were eight correct Gage Grindle and the second, a (loll, I frigerator to Its equipment in antlci- the home of Miss Marion Weidman.
FOR
SALETwo
family
house
on
South
Values
up
to
$6.00
end
$7.00
,)a(ion of the coming summer.
all last night seeking traces of Wil guesses and the names were drawn went to June Parkinson. There were I pation
To Let
This will lie the annual business
Main street with flush toilets.
Two house
Also Many of Our Own Higher
lard Peters, a 10 year old boy from from a box. Mies Marian Calder! eleven entries, and ail received blue
Love" will be the subject of the meetinglots adjoining.
TEL 286-11.
34*36
TO
LET
—
Rooms
with barb at 14 MAAGrade Shoes included in this lot
the colored settlement, South Warren was the winner. The next booth was ' ribbons. In the one to two year Wednesday evening service at the
SON'K' HT.
:i«-tr
Mr- and Mrs. Sturgis Grot-ton and
FOR
SALE
—
Residence
of
the
tate
Nathan
The youngster went hunting yester that of the Village Shop. Black and! class, the first prize, a silver knife, Baptist church.
YOU CAN ALWAYS
daughter Virginia of Rockland, were
TO LET—Fumljhvd rooma for ligtit tinuse- B. Allen at the corner of Limerock and Lin
day afternoon with two dogs.
At white was tastefuly used there and j fork and spoon, went to Elizabeth
Bungalow style, all modern
H- O. Starrett has been engaged in guests of his mother Mrs. C. E. Grotket-plny, modern convenience,. .
fall at coln streets.
DO WELL AT THE
and perfect condition.
Apply on premises.
supper time the dogs returned with it was unusualy attractive as is Alice Pitcher and the second, a set rucking between Rockland and War
12
BLM BT
36
ton Sunday.
A.
B.
ALLEN.
Admr.,
Rockland.
Tel. 123 M.
out the boy and fears for his safety shown by the fact that it won the of blocks, to Dorothy Alura Kellar. ren the past week.
TO L'ET—Fumiahed apartment of six _____________________________________ 33-tf
The Benefit Minstrels held their
rooms and twtii. electric Itirtvis. kitchen lias
led to the wide spread search.
Miss Edna Boggs returned Thurs Second performance Friday evening
prize offered by the management. The judges were Mrs. J. 11 Hobbs.
FOR SALE—Strawberry, rhubarb and horse
cook atnvtp. cas stove and set toho. etc., sited.
E. O . Dow of Rockland has bought They did it land office ljusinese in Mrs. W. G. Stover and Bernard J. day from Portland where she has at Union hall, and were again greet
278 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Order now.
LUFKIN'S,
To adults only.
Intiuire of to'RS GBOROE radish plants
Wolfe.
About
ioOO
people
attended
the Joseph Hanley store which h
R.
F D , qty,_______________________________ 33jtf
spent
several
weeks.
grabs.
MUQBIDGE. 28 Oak »t.
Tel. 45-1.
36-38
ed by a large audience and the pro
the fair Saturday evening, the grand
will operate adding a gasoline supply
Mrs. Emma Kalloch would like to gram lost none of its charm by re
FOR
SALE
—
House
and
lot
56
Grace
street;
TO LET—Furnished tenement, alt modern, House and % acre of land. 186 Camden
Carlton & Pascal's pink and white finale being the confetti ball. Mars
St.,
station and other improvements.
have friends remember Miss Grace peating. Mr. Adams as musical di
situated
on
North
Main
St.
Apply
to
booth was presided over by Mrs. ton furnished music.
5& acre field directly across the
FLOYD L. MlAW, 47 North Main St.
Tel. Rockland;
Stetson, formerly of Warren and now rector deserves much credit for the
street
from
186
Camden
street
running
Forrest Burkett and Mies Stella
422-12.
36-tf through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
a shut-in, on her birthday, March 30 excellence of the singing and the or
SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD Derry who served tea and crackers
RECEIPTS GRATIFYING
TO LET—Furnished rooms suitable for light both streets TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
Address 17 Pleasant avenue. Wood chestra accompaniment which was a
each day and sold bargain assort
28-tf
housekeeping anti a single room
MRS W. Camden.
fords, Me.
About this time of year The Cou ments of groceries. Mt. Battle Cafe
strong support to chorus and soloists.
H. MILLIGAN, 18 Sitftnuner St.
Tel 81-M
Revenue From Incomes Thus Far
FOR SALE—Power boat "Eaglet,” of Eaglo
*
35*37
The Warren Water Supply Co.. Is Rockport has reason to lie proud of
rier-Gazette begins to have inquiries had
the
next booth
displaying
Island, 21 feet long, very bulky. 12 It. p. 4
Means Further Tax Reductions.
We give regularly until
now under new management.
T her musical talent. Few towns of
Inquire of cycle Lamb motor. $300. EKLAXD QUINN,
TO LET—Ollli-e. steam heated.
by persons who wish to come to this Drake's cake and potato chips
At
.,Norwood and It. .1. Andrews have this size can boast of better soloists.
3;PTf Eagle. Maine.
25-37
VESPER A. LEACH
further notice 20 PER
part of Maine during the summer the next booth Arico’s Spa sold ice
Tabulation of the first returns of |q,ol|g|,t the controlling interest from Earl Dow, as general manage^, who
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward ..FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.
cream
and
Granite
Rock
beverages.
1
yeal
..
s
income
tax
payments
inseason. They seek to rent a cottage
the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., ' worked untiringly for the success of
Gonia ' Will be vacated shout April Drop a postal card and 1 will deliver. J.
CENT OFF the marked O'B.
1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at tlie H SIMONTON, Rockland._________ 23-tf
or to find board. There is no prepared Ruh-Dah-Nae the fortune teller oc- gjcate tilat the Treasury estimate of Portland.
The water bills are now Ithe affair is also to he congratulated.
copied
the
box
at
the
left
corner
of
1
p
ro
i,
a
ble
surplus
was
correct,
and
C.
E
Bieknell o»ee.
20tf
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
list of such accommodations any
payaide at Mr. Norwood's store, Le The proceeds amounted to about
selling price on every
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St. used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
where to be had, but there ought to the stage and revealed the future to |lence president Coolidge's proposed roy Norwood, collector. A. T Nor $165CHASE. 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
•11
modem
convenience,.
F.
L.
HAVENER
a
large
number
of
people.
Bernard
i
,
ax
reduction
program
is
fully
article
in
our
store,
includ

be. We propose carrying in our col
wood, superintendent and general
A family dinner party vv^ enjoyed
Tel. 792-R
.
146-tf ____________________________________ 23-tf
umn of classified advertising an J Wolfe of Portland sold Cairn lilies feasil(le
manager asks the hearty co-operation Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay.
ing
Stoves.
representing
the
Maine
Specialty
Co.
Treasury'
officials
watched
the
first
houncements of this character, which
of the water takers anil the citizens Enos E. Ingraham which included
Price $9.99 a ton
JAMES H. SIMONTON.
Used Cars
j trickle of tax payments with great in general in making the plant more
the paper will convey to distant points of Gardiner.
West Rockport.
19-tf
Mr. anil Mrs. Herbert S. Ingraham,
FORD TOURING CAR, nearly new, equipped
Each afternoon at 3 o'clock the Interest to see if they upheld the es efficient for the needs and welfare of Miss Marion Ingraham of Milo, Mr
and copies of which we can mail
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music
with
Bosch
system,
demountable
overside
vaudeville acts were given.
Miss timales of a 863.009.060 surplus the the community.
response to inquiries for informatic
lolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham and
tires, and nuiny extras, in first class shape. only 25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
The attention of those with boarding Ruth Brewer, musical maid, played end of this fiscal year, and a 33.3,Mystic Rebekah Lodge candy mak family. Mrs. Effie Veazie and daugh
Mum sell at once.
A. S.LEONARD, Thom Music Department.
9-tf
accommodations, or cottages for rent saxaphone. flute-banjo and trombone 000.000 surplus the end of the next, ers tire preparing lots of fudge for
aston Almshouse.
.34-36
ter Mary.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
or sale, is invited to this opportunity with equal facility wind sang well, surpluses upon which depend further, sale nt the Minstrels Wednesday
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. H. SANBORN,
L. MARCUS
to obtain publicity at very small cost. also Arthur Tenny, juggler, and Bob lax reductions
evening when the "coons" stage their
993-W ___
5 tf
Pictures tomorrow (Wednesday)
Brewer, whose eccentric dancing reDuring the first 18 days of this second appearance.
night—Fable Picture entitled "Mon
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Cap*.
TEL.
748-J
313-319
MAIN
ST.
Charles E. HalU Middle St Heights.
AR
ceived rounds of applause, In the month tlie Treasury received $197,■
(Two or three Warren news items key Business"--two reel comedy "His
136-tf
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St., Rockland
evening additional attractions were 676,223 from income tax payments received from an anonym jus corre- Wife's Friend" and feature picture
MINSTRELS
•
27-tf
offered by the Temple Quartet and compared to $220 303 106 during the
,ent The Courier-Gazette is sorry “Code of the Sea.” Union hall, Itock
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
Carney Anderson-Liza Martz & Co. corresponding period last year. The I
„n)il
We ra„not pr,n( „ems
port. Don't forget Ihe Saturday mat
Benefit Parent-Teacher’s
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
Tlie cent
center of the ball was given j latter figure was one-twe t i o aR I „n|eHS ,Ve know their writer’s nnme.
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
inee.—adv.
M G GURNEY, 3 Park St . ('amden.___ Utf
Association for High School
over to the large booth for the baby year's total receipts. If. as is deemed —Ed.)
probable, receipts during the same
FOR
SALE
—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan's
dolls.
Stage Manager: Go forward, man;
Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
prize ill the Beauty Co"test
’.’h! year prove to be one
can't
you
hear
them
trying
"Author
!
The
location
close
by shore.
Garage and out
the total to be received the
Watts Hall
author!”
buildings, water In house
Acre and half
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
was won by
by Miss
Miss Phyllis
I’nj nis Littlefield. i Treasury estimates of surplus will
FRANK
H.
INGRAHAM
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
Timid Playwright:
I—just so,
It was ap electric curling iron with <e almogt exactly col.rect.
WALL PAPER
a bargain.
Address DR. I. B. UAOK. At
Tues&Sat-tf
Attorney and Counselor at B-but what are their—ah—inten
dryer attachment given toy the Cen- !
______________
lantic. Me
• 57*tf
THOMASTON
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
tions?
tral Maine Power Co. A gentleman’s
,
,
..
1921 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled and
Law
prize a season ticket to the baseball
KllOW tnC treinendOUS pull8UPPLIES
In first class condition—tires practically new
—A bargalu If sold at once. BERT ANGEL,
THOMASTON. MAINB
games. was presented to Mark Sides •
po
wer
of
Courier-Gazette
431
MAIN
S
T,
“
”
°
D
’
.
M
~„
N
~
MOVING ANO
ERRAND9
TRUCKING.
APRIL 14-15
^todBtgmadtaDram^notaPrice Gray Gull Restaurant, Limerock St , Rockby the management, he being consul- ,
r
(Telftpsones—Office 468; House 693-R done promptly. Go anvwtirre
C. O
TnftB-tf
laud.
144*U
ADEN.
Tel. 156 M or 623 J.
ered the betst all-round baseball fan. HuB*

NEVER SAY DIE

PRICES HAVE DROPPED

FURNITURE SALE

“NOW” IS’ THE TIME TO BUY

In Everybody’s Cofamn

SPECIAL PRICE, $66.64

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

A

No More
GUESSING!

THURSTON’S SERVICE STATION

Boston Shoe Store

LADIES!

PUMPS AND
OXFORDS
For $2.98

GREGORY’S

Boston Shoe Store

20 PER CENT

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, •Tuesday; March 24, 1925.
....—

Social Circles Fuller-Gorb-Davis

In addition to peraonal notes recording depittures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... ................... 770

Garment

section

OF OUR BARGAIN BASEMENT
Mrs. Jennie Bird has joined her
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy George in
Boston, nnd they will make a trip to
New York ;^nd Trenton, N. J.
Miss Evelyn Cooper, who has been
visiting her aunt. Mrs. Elmer Benner,
while attending the winder term of
High School, returned to her home in
Martinsville Friday.
Miss Edith McCurdy, Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Clark and Miss Nettie Waltz of
Damariscotta Mills, were visitors in
the city Saturday,

John Robishaw has returned from
-a visit in Damariscotta.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Castner ot
Warren were in the city Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee have re
turned from Stoughton, Mass., and
opened their home at 201 Main
street.
Chares W. Gale of Fryeburg, N. H.,
is the guest of his daughter, Mre
Merrill Kalloch on Broadway.
There will be a circle supper, at
the Congregational vestry Wednes
day at 6.30, with Mrs. Alan L. Bird
as chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. M. It. Pillsbury
the weekend in Portland. Mrs.
bury is spending the prbsent
in Boston, the guest of Mrs.
Carnage.
T

spent
Pills
week
Viva

x

An auction party will he held at
the Country Club Thursday after
noon at 2-30. Please make reserva
tions with the chairman, Miss Char
lotte Ruffum or with any member of
the following committee: Mrs. A. C.
Jones, Mrs. A. F. fatllb. Mrs. E. N
Lawrence, Mrs. A. L. Miles and Miss
Katherine Ruffum-

Mrs. Raymond, Fogarty is confined
to the house with an attack of tonsilitis.
Mrs. Llewellyn Kellar is visiting
her father, F. W. Jordan in South
Xlristol.

Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan’s Is
land was a guest over the weekend
of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson.
Miss Bettie Dunean Is in Danvers,
Mass., the guest of her brother, Eliot,
during the school vacation,

ter

Mrs. C D. Wentworth and daugh
Florence nave been spenatng a
few days in Augusta.

Mervyn P. Harriman left Satur
day fftr Portland, where he will be
the guest of his unc.le, Capt. F. W.
Skinner during his vacation.
Mrs. W. S. Burns is ill at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Charles V.
McKinney, Cedar street.

Mrs. W O. Fuller went yesterday
lo Boston where sjje will visit for
several weeks.

SATURDAY; MARCH 28
MONDAY, MARCH 30
TUESDAY, MARCH 31

Sale of Garments
Carried from other seasons but mostly of 1924. Both
Spring and Fall garments r
In this sale there will be little girls* and big girls'
Coats. Misses’ and Wojnen’s Coats and Suits

Our BARGAIN BASEMENT has been enlarged to
twice its size and is well lighted
READ /THURSDAY’S COURIER
AH garments will EfcJisted as to size, color and
* sale price

MRS MALINDA B. PACK ABO

THE PORTLAND CONCERT

Mrs- Mallnda B. Packard, ot Ridge
field, died at the Portland sqnitariuiro
in the evening of March 1, at the age
of 66 years.
She was a nativg of
Mnine, coming to the northwest in
1879, locating at Astoria.
She was
married to Joseph L. Packard and
they moved to Clarke County, settling
at Sara, and later they bought the
tract of land near Ridgefield which
became their home. Their home was
nt first but a ljart of the wilderness,
covered with brush and timber, with
only a trail leading to it, and after
much hardship nnd labor diverting it
into the comfortable home that
blessed their declining years.
October 20 last, the husband, Jo
seph died, and Mrs. Packard had been
steadily declining in health since.
The surviving relatives are Mrs.
Mattie Blackstone of Musselshell,
Montana, the only surviving child, a
brother, F. E7 Hewitt of Honolulu,
and one sister, Mrs. J. S. Kidd of Ber
keley, California. Mrs. Packard was
a member of the Fnion Rebekahs and
the Priscilla Study club of Ridgefield.
The funeral services were held In
the Odd Fellows hall at Ridgefield
under the auspices of the Rebekah
lodge The'officiating ministers were
Rev. D. E. Carter of the Methodist
Episcopal church, and Rev. D. E.
Wilson of the Community church.
ThO remains were laid in their last
resting place in, the Odd Fellows
cemetery.
In the passing of Mrs.
Packard the community has lost one
of its oldest and most respected citzens.—'Ridgefield (Wash ) Reflector.

Rare Opportunity To Hear the Bos
ton Symphony Wednesday Night.

DR. JAMES KENT
Osteopath

Goods on display FRIDAY, MARCH 27

38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Telephone 323

About May first another impor
tant change will he brought to p«Rs
when E. II. Crie will move his gift
shop and wall paper store to the
• dpt •
Brook, occupying the spacious, quar
ters recently vacated by the Payson
Co.
The big double store is at
present being remodelled and a plate
glass front installed tq suit Mr^Crle’s
needs.
The front half will be, used
as a modern gift shop, expanding the
present lines to a considerable de
gree.
The eastern half will be de
voted to the picture framing, wall
paper, sign painting and interior dec
orating dej/artments which will he
much benefited by all being on one
floor. Especially does Mr, Crie plan
to push the Interior decorating end
of the business in view of his exten
sive study and long experience in
the line.
The Crie Gift Shop has been lo
cated at 410 Main street for the pasl
ten years, first opening as a wall pa
per and sign painting shop. The pft
shop idea has beep. .sitSBife .liWel
oped until Its growth has made ex
pansion essential.
The store wjrieh
it now ocupies may be taken over
by M. E- Wotton, proprietor of K. J.
Simonton & Co. Originally Ihe store
was a part of the Siirfonton plant.

36-tf

EMPIRE

WILL MOVE TQ THE BROOK

IHE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

GOWNS

Edwin H.. Criqplan. Jo Qccuux ExPayson Cq- Store May 1—Simin ton
Co. May Expand.

Last Time Today
CORINNE GRIFFITH

Remodelled, Altered
and Refitted

—And—

MILTON SILLS

At home or by the da/, I love to
sew for the kiddies, too.

“SINGLE WIVES”

Minnie M. Cobb

—Also—

10 Claremont street,
Tel. 560-M.
ROCKLAND, ME.
33-lt

Page SeveK

“GALLOPING HOOFS”

A striking an unusual feature of a
Boston Symphony concert is the fact
that it makes an .appeal to practi
cally everybody.
Many excellent
types of concerts appeal only to a
limited few who have a considerable
degree of technical musical educa
tion.
Not so, however, with the
symphony.
Even the non-musical
find it Interesting.
There is, for instance, no better ex
ample afforded cf perfection of con
trol and restraint than that whicli
may tie gained by watching the di
rector of a great orchestra conduct a
concert.
The business executive
who attends the concert given by
Stpge Koussevitzky und the Boston

Symphony In Portland Wednesday
evening of this week cannot fail, tq be
impressed with thii fact.
Every one of Koussevitzkv’s 104
musicians must lie enrapport with
his leader, must he instantly respon
sive to his baton, or to his word of
command.
The morale which he
gains would lie invaluable in the con
duct of a big business enterprise,
Yet how many men exercise this per
fection of control.
When one of Koussevitzky's nujslclnns fail to comprehend his meaning,
or is unable at first attempt to get
the effect be desires, Koussevitzky
cannot storm and rave.
He muRt
work steadily and painstakingly with
him until finally his difficulties are
conquered.
And this absence of
temperamentality in one who is sup
posed to lie following a temperament
al -profession will again present a
lesson to the business mail that he
cannot ignore.
Koussevitzky and bis musicians

The stage is all set for the Class of
’21 Benefit Dance at the Arcade to
morrow night and if hard work and
care as to detalk is any index, the
youngsters who are putting on the
■affair are bound to be successful.
The floor has been’ reconditioned
after the Auto Show, the music of
the famous Red Letter Ball secured
and a ntw group of balloon and nov
elty dances worked out- The new
High-44chooi is the sole beneficiary.

J. F. Cooper was downtown Satur
Mr. and Mrs. WiHis H. Anderson
day, after several weeks' confinement
of the Knox County Motor Sales Co.
to his home on Limerock ^treet by illhave returned home from Augusta
where they have been for the past
week to attend the funeral of Mr.
Miss Dorothy Blaisdell is home Anderson’s father.
from Farmington, where she teaches.
Miss Grace Armstrong is home
Roy Black, Alvah Knowles nnd .from Smith College
a week's va
Percy Blaisdell are home from Kent's cation* x
Hill for Faster.
The hostesses of the 55. and P. W.
Wendell Thornton and Elmer Ris Club party Friday night will be Miss
ing are home from Higgins Classical Ethel l’ayson, Miss Helen Vaughn,
Institute on an Easter vacation of 10 and Mrs. Frances Bicknell.
days. iMr. Thornton has had an ex
ceptionally successful season at bas
The Chapin Class will meet with
ketball, while Elmer is getting his Miss Blanche Magee, 7 Laurel street
south wing ready for another big tonight.
Go prepared to sew.
Reason in baseball.
Mrs. Fred Lynde and grandson
Miss Alice Koster of Gorham Nor Clyde Beaton are visiting Mr. and
mal School is spending her Easter Mrs. Frank Frost in .Lawrence, Mass,,
vacation at home.
this week.

HALL

“WELCOME
STRANGER”
—with—

FLORENCE VIDOR
Added Feature:

AUDITORIUM,

—With—

« The Strand c.™

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
At 8:00 P. M.

THE BOSTON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY, Conductor
Seats Now On Sale
CITY HALL BOX OFFICE
Portland

'THE PARAMOUNT IMS'
A Musical Comedy, with a live bunch of Novelties and Special
ties, Pretty Girls and Fetching Costumes

: : Comedians : :
STEVE MILLS
B$RT FAY
JAZZ TOE DANCERS
THE HAVEN TWINS
___________ FEATURE PICTURES

-TODAY:
Nazimova in “The Redeeming Sin”
WED.-THURS.: All Stars in “The Pagan Parson”
FRI.-SAT,:
“The, Man From Hell’s River”

as

THURSDAY MORNING
9:09 o’clock
Bungalow Aprons, Ging
ham and Percale, value
$1.00 each; only two to a
customer with other goods
2 for..........................

1

Giant Alarm Clocks, con
cealed alarm patent shut
off, seamless case, flush
nickel
plated
backs,
American made, fully
guaranteed................'...

! ton ...................................
Boston Bags, 15 inch,
black patent leather finish
: double strap handles. .

4 lbs. Gingham ^nd Per
cale Pieces for Patchwork ................................
Children’s

Gingham

1
1

1
1

Leatherette Suit Cases,
ALL NEXT WEEK

JIMMIE EVANS

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:46, 8=30.

good lock and leather

handles.............................

MUSICAL REVUE

Colored

The Leader of Them All

White Dimity Waists ...

Blouses

and

1

PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c

. “FLAMES OF DESIRE”

fine

quality

Sleeveless Vests, 39c val.,

1

3 for.................................

All Star Cast

TODAY

1

---------- ---------------------------------------

Ladies*
LAST TIME

COMEDY

NEWS

Baby Carriage Blankets,
30x40, pink and blue ...

Mrs. E. Marcus and daughter Sadie
have returned from a three weeks’
vacation trsq» which Included stops at
Boston, New York, Providence and
The Harmony Cluh will entertain a Baltimore.
few guests in the R. & I*. Women’s
Dr. J. F Burgess is in Boston at
Cluh rooms Wednesday evening with
tending Ihe annual convention of the
the following program:
New England Optometrists Assocla
Tlic-IIeart of Her ..................................Cartmnn
Harmony <’11111 Clwriis
lion.
He will return Friday.
>

Heavy Quality Outing,
'•W

,h^LlDt
IS*VNO

1

assorted stripfes, 6 yards ...

1

30c Batting, 4 rolls.......................................
Children’s Rompers, 2 for.................. ..........
Clothes Hampers, 3 sizes, each....................
Children’s 50c Ribbed Hose, black and cor
dovan, 3 pairs for.....................................
1 dozen Ready Hemmed Diapers...............
Rubber Aprons, 3 for...................................
Colored Crepe for Dresses, yard..................
Colored Jap Crepe, 5 yards for....................
Women's 75c Union Suits, 2 for..................
I set—Vest and Step-in.................................
30c value 36 inch wide Outing, 5 yards ....
36 inch Lockwood Cotton, 6 yards.............
Infants' Knit Sweaters.....................................
Infants’ Petticoats, 3 for...............................
Ladies' Outing Petticoats, 2 for.................
30c value 36 inch wide Outing, 4 yards ....
36 in. wide Challie for Quilt Linings, 6 yards
Rubber Capes for girls, sizes 8 to 14 years,
worth $2,00; for.......................................
3 yards Figured Outing, I yard wide.........
Ladies' Colored and White Princess Slips. .
Ladies’ Outing Flannel Bloomers, 2 pairs. .
6 yards 39 in. Unbleached Cotton...............
Boston Bags....................................................
Ladies’ Silk and Wool Union Suits.............
Turkish Towels, 8 for................ t................
Lunch Boxes.....................................................
1 % yards Turkey Red Damask....................
All Linen Crash, 5 yards..........................
White Enameled Flour Bins........................
Ladies' Burson Hpse, cordovan and while, 4
pairs..............................
Children’s $1.25 Rotnpers ...............................
White and Colored Plisse, 39c value, 3 yds. . .
3 yards Oilcloth................................................
Ladies’ and Gents' Umbrellas........................
3 yards 36 inch Cretonne.............................
Bates Gingham, 32 in., 4 yards....................
Corsets, several styles, all sizes......................
Embroidered Pillow Cases, 2 for....................
Sheets, 72x90 ................................................
Ladies’ Colored LingetteBloomers.............
Pillow Siips, 42x36.4 for.................................
6 yards Bleached Cotton.................................
6 yards Percale ................................................
Corduroy, all colors, I yard.............................
Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yds.........
White Petticoats, regular and outsize...........
Sateen Petticoats, black and colored ruffles
White Enamel Cake and Bread Tins.............
2 Envelope Chemise....................................... ..
6 Mercerized Napkins.....................................
6 yards Crash Half Linen........... .................
25c White Long Cloth, 36 in., 5 yards ....

LOO
l.UJ
LOO

1.00
1.00
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
L00
1.00
1.00
L00
L00
1.00
1.00
1.00
L00
1.00
1.00
LOO
1.00
L00
LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

SATURDAY MORNING
9:00 o’clock
Aluminum Tea Kettles ..
Colonial style, 5 quart,
good weight, 99% pure
aluminum; one to a cus
tomer with other goods.

1

Ladies’ Butterfly Silk Hose
fashioned leg, all colors,
black,
DiacK, brown,
Drown, white, logfB
logt
cabin, pigeon, filbert and
coating, 2 pairs.........

Aluminum Ware—
Percolators, Trays,
Double Boilers, Roasters,
and Thermos Bottles . . .

FRANCES HOWARD) S4V
*DOt»M Ztsoa _.*!($$( t uta« *

yesj

,(i Ohrititiouiu <j>u.tuie

Eugene F. O'Neil who has he
a trip to Florida arrived horn
night.
St. Petersburg news]
last week published fullapag
vertisements of the Pasadena
tates (Jack Taylor’s enterprif
which Mr. O'Neil is quoted i
thuslastic praise of the im
ments which have been made

Curtain Marquisette,

a freshness and beauty of characterization that is unique on
stage or screen.

Scalloped

and

Capt. J,. E. Foss was home
Bar llarbqr over Sunday.

Produced on a highly artistic, elaborate scale, with an ideal
east,

Dr. T. L. McBeath who is tempor
arily laid by with an attack of tonsllitis is on the road to recovery
Meantime his patients have heen
under the care of Dr. Edwin Scarlett

FABLES

Table

Cloths,

58x58 ...............

• • • •

stitched

Black Sateen Bungalow
Aprons, $1.25 and $1.39
value.................................

FRI.-SAT- RICHARD TALMADGE in “AMERICAN SCANNERS”

Name

. ...Address

i

burg ruffle, 2 for...........
Hemstitched Scrim Cur
tains with lace edge arid
checked Marquisette cur
tains with ruffled edge.
Pair...................................
Dark
Grey Camping
Blankets,
in. colored
border, each....................

jO

Japanese Work Baskets,

1

12 and 14 inches......... ..

PROMPTLY

Use this bill for art order blank. Mark Ihe goods you u)ant, sign your name. In
close money order for amount and add six cents for postage.

COMEOY

1

White Petticoats, ham-

Here is surely the perfect comedy of the year.
A silvery, delicately wrought and utterly delightful play with

NEWS

HemX*

ROCKLAND, MAINE
MAIL ORDERS .FILLED

I

white, 5 yards ..................

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

1

Kitchen Set, consists of 1
each 6, 7, 8 and 9 inch
glass mixing bowl and 1
measuring cup. For the
set...............................

&S8S8M

Harry W. French is confined tW his
Rankin street home with the grippe.

l

VISIT THIS SALE IF POSSIBLE. IT WILL CERTAINLY PAY TO SECURE SOME OF THE GREAT BARGAINS WE GIVE ONCE A MONTH. OWING TO THE BAD TRAVELING IF YOU CANNOT COME SEND US
AN ORDER BY MAIL AND THE GOODS WILL BE DELIVERED RIGHT AT YOUR DOOR. MAIL ORDERS
WILL BE FILLED EVERY DAY DURING THE SALE AND WE GUARANTEE PERFECT SATISFACTION.
DURING THE SALE WE WILL MAKE A REDUCTION ON ANY OF OUR NEW SPRING GARMENTS WHICH
HAVE JUST BEEN RECEIVED.

Dresses, 6 to 14 yrs.........

PERFORMANCES AT 2:00 AND 7:30
PRICES - - • 2£c, 35c AND 50c

At $1.50 and $2.00
Lowest Prices
Ever in Maine

--------- —w
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
MAR. 26 MAR, 27
MAR. 25

5’/2 yards Lockwood Cot-

HERE FOR THE WEEK—

PORTLAND

Dollar Sale

“BORN RICH”

BERT LYTELL

val Overture of Berlioz, tMoussorgsky's Prelude to Khovantchina, Rim
sky-Korsakov’s The Flight of the
Bumble Bee from Tsar Saltan, Bacchanale from Wagner’s Tannhauser,
and Prelude to Wagner's Mastersingers of Nuremberg.

E. B. Hastings <3 Co.

Miss Esther Stevenson is home
from Norway for her Easter vaca
tion.

Harmony Club Chorus

CITY

Monday-Tuesday

Conrad Howard’s Easter vacation
Capt. J. F. Schofield of the schoon
from Bowdoin College will unfortu
nately be spent in a hospital, where er Herbert Ruwding is a guest at
Mrs. Cantline Shfirer Kwett's. Capt.
he undergoes an operation today.
Schofield's vessel had a very rough
Dr. R. W. Bickford returned last experience in a recent Southern
night from Boston, where he has been storm, and much edneern was fell Tor
taking an intensive course in X-ray his safety.
operation.
W
Dr. William Ellingwood is making
Mrs. Henderson E. Nosh, who for a good recovery from a severe gHppe
merly resided on Broadway, this city, attack, though not yet about.
died last week in Damariscotta.
C. O. Perry, B. C. Perry, Jr., nnd
The High School faculty is thus Raymond Perry spent last week in
disposed of for the Easter vacation: Boston, milking the trip in iB. C.'s car.
Submaster Phillips, Orrington; Mr.
At the Elm street home of Miss
Bowden (and wife), Bluehill; Mr.
Hanna, Sullivan; Mr Sawin (and Winola Richan Friday evening :-The
wife), Jonesport; Mr. Thayer, Brock Browne Class enjoyed a picnic sup
ton; Miss * Norton, Boston; Miss per to which 13 eat down, the tables
Black, Woonsocket; Miss Howard, presenting an especially attractive
re
Winslow; Mrs. Sargent, New York. apearance under decorations
sponding to St. Patrick’s Day. Music
largely filled the spaces of the ensu
IRidney Snow and Richard Snow
ing evening.
are home from Colljy College for the
Easter vacation.
William S. White Is in New York.

Plano Duet—Quartette from Kigoleito . Verdi
Marion Kicliarihon. Martha WaagaK
Vo.'al—(a) One Fine Pay from Madame
BuMerfly ................................ Puielnl
(Ii) Dearie Me. Ol ............ l'rotheroe
Lillian Joyce
Plano—L’ Irri.ttllile .............. Charles Penee
Mary Wasgatt
Vocal—Italian Street Song .. Victor Herbert
Adelaide Crow
Violin—Air Vaile .................... Charles Panda
RHzalietli Knight
Vocal—The Mission of a Rose ........... Cowen
.
Celia Braith
Plano Trio—F—rah liras Erwaihen . K. Bat'll
Leah Freeman, Dorothy Smalley, Helena
Roberts
Vocal—(a) Go, Little Song
Emma Aaliford
(b) whool .......... lohn ltamew Wells
Beulah Rokes
J’lano—(a) The Lark ............................ Glinka
IM Irish Tunes from County Perry
.................................................. Perry Graltig t
(e| Htiiiiorratiue ............. Tsehaikowsky
Gertrude Satfile
Yoleal—La Glrometta .... Gabrielle Klhella
Margaret Harrington
Sunset ............................................... Marsh

will present in Portland Wednesday
evening a program somewhat more
on the popular order than many they
play, with two ot the best loved Wag
ner selections for good measure- The
numbers will include Haydn's Sym
phony in G Major, the Roman Carni

Page Eight
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MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
(By Charles R. Flint)

IContlnued—Began Feb. 26J
that since 1 had bought vessels for
Brazil, and as Brazil did not need
Chapter VIII—Continued
them once the revolution was over
1 had spent money faster than my and
the revolutionists had returned
bookkeeping organization could keepj'
the varied accounts, and 1 found at'Ij what might lie called the native ileet
decamped, the
the end I had expended $150 BOO' " ith which lhe>'
more than had been supplied to me.' ',esl
to effect a payment would
I asked Brazil for the cash, My ac-i be, 10
th,c M,s sh*>’ 1 had hou8ht'
tivitles in quickly lifting out •the]1 kn,\w ^hat the Brazihan authorities
“Dynamite Fleet” had upset tiv,' would gladly pay me if. in the procliquidating their own debt,
plans of the monarchists, but al- j e?s
though the officials and supporters they also got come money.
The Spanish War was then loomof the United States of Brazil deep- I
ly appreciated my efforts, their aP- n« ™ the horizon and Roosevelt,
preciation had its bounds. At this in conference with the officers of the
point the monarchists, seeing their > Xavy Department.^ had carefully re
opportunity, opposed any further viewed the merchant vessels that
payment to me; and it is truly re might be transformed into cruisers.
markable what slight opposition will They had decided that only the
Morgan liners had the right speed
hold up a PaymentMonarchies are somewhat shy on and build and they had bought some
sonorous phrasings of the princi of those vessels.—among them the
ples of liberty and justice and aH j Prairie and the Yankee. Now it
that, but they do pay their bills happened that the BI Cid, which I
rather welL republics, on the other had bought for Brazil and which had
hand, like many eminent philoso been rechristened the Xicteroy, was
phers, have a distaste for such sor a sister ship to the Morgan liners
did affairs as reckonings Anyway. bought by the United States, and it
Brazil did not pay. I hail been a sort occurred to me that the Government
of brevet Secretary of the Xavy might want my "dynamite” vessel.
Mr. Thomas S. Hopkins,
our
with full power and. no obligation to
consult anyone, and I had made a Washington attorney, assisting me
record—buying, fitting out. and send in negotiating the sale of the Nicteing off a fleet within three weeks. roy. was in constant personal contact
The encomiums that I received were with the Secretary of the Xavy.
delightful and, too. 1 had enjoyed "Hostilities had Just begun, and
myself- But the compliments and American naval vessels were then
the fun were not worth quite $150.- making prizes of Spanish merchant
000 and, since I had not set out to men in waters adjacent to Cuba.
become an international philan The country was aflame. In one of
thropist, 1 took deep counsel with his interviews with Mr. Hopkins
myself as to how I might get the (who had seen three years' active
service and was isidly wounded in
money that was due me.
There are two ways of collecting the Civil War). Secretary Long said:
a bad debt The first is to make a "I am sorry over this situation. This
dreadful row in the hope that some is an unjust war and is not like the
one will be frightened into paying, a one through which you lsissed.”
....
method that hardly ever works, as
those who have the ability to owe
large sums of money are not easily
frightened. The second way is to
make some money for the debtor, so
arranging matters that you will be
paid out of what you n
The second method is considerably
more efficacious: it is the longerviewed way because it creates and
does not destroy assets.
Thus pondering, it occurred to m<

Stop That Cold!
don’t let it run
Right at the beginning of vour cold,
when you commence with sneezing and
running nose, or perhaps with roughness
in your throat, a little cough, and chills
followed by feverishness—that’s the
time to stop your cold from developing.
Take three or four teaspoonfuls of the good old
“L. F. ATWOOD'S Medicine to start the
bowels moving freely—eat a light supper, drink
lots of water, get to b’d early, and that cold is
likely to be gone in the morning.- “L.F,’s" in
the home prevents many an attack of scat sick
ness—Big bottle 50 cents.

Stop Your Cold Before it Slope Yon

L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

I culled nn Vice-President Hobart,
v.'ho acted for me as lawyer in In
corporating the United Stales IlubbFr
Co., and told him that 1 expected to
have some neg tiitio:is with the
Xavy Department. His a
"Don't go to see Bong today. Ixang
is going into the country for a rest,
afid Roosevelt will have us on a war
fo: ting before he retur ns. If you
want to get action at the Xavy De
partment, wait a few days and see
.Assistant Secretary Roosevelt.”
I went down to see Mr. Roosevelt
then a young man at the very peak of
his truly tremendous physical and
mental energy, chafing under what
might be considered Inconceivable
indolence in preparation for the in
evitable war. He was trying to pre
pare the navy over the heads of and
in the teeth of the bureaucracy, which
was proceeding, after the fashion of
bureaueracies,
toward a perfect
preparation that would he nicely com
plete ten years after the possibility
of war had vanished.
I had known Mr. Roosevelt before.
I had known, too, that he had a way
of getting things d -ne and letting the
plans, formalities, red tape, and au
thorizations amble along after the
event. He had a distinct preference
for doing thinks first and investi
gating the legality afterward. He
had an antipathy toward prolonged
legal, diplomatic or political discus
sion when something had to lee done
and done right quickly. He demon
strated this when, as President, he

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO
W/

f/tc cfyfl/e ’

fifty-two

Where
S3]

the trade

week*

every

finds

w ent ahead und took the route for the
Panama Canal. Jlls whole attitude
toward such things was neatly ex
pressed by him years later when I
heard him say;
'Tlie politicians; lawyers and diidoinats would have spent fifty years in
discussing how to get a route for the
Panama Canal, so I decided to take
Panama and let them discuss me
for fifty years.”
He had very much the same attitude
when he was Assistant Secretary »f
the Xavy, and he considerably dis
turbed the serenity of the Xavy De
partment—of the swivel chair crowd.
Therefore, he was the man to see, if
anything was to be accomplished
It was important that 1 should have
a short interview with him in regard
to making an offer for certain ves
sels in preparing for war with Spain.
It was Sunday, and 1 sent the butler
of the Brazilian legation, where 1
was stopping, to Mr. Roosevelt's
house- He brought back Word that
Mr. Roosevelt had given orders that
he was not to be disturbed and to
announce that he was out' no matter
who called.—so I wrote the follow
ing:
'Dear Mr. Roosevelt:
"Knowing the important work that
you have in hand for the Govern
ment, I ha,ve just completed a long
and laborious calculation and have
figured out that your time is worth
$4,000 an hour.
"My business is of such importance
that I am Justified in asking for $400
worth. Bearer awaits answer.”
He wrote across the envelo'pc:
"Come over at once."
When I arrived, I started to tell him
about the Xicteroy: but he 4cnew all
about the ship, and interrupted, say
ing: "I did not know she could be
bought, what is the price?"
"Half a million dollars,” 1 ans
wered. That was considerably less
than the Government had been com
pelled to pay for the other ships
"I will take her,” snapped Mr.
Roosevelt,
"Good. ” I answered, "I shall write
you a letter—”
‘ Don't bother me with a letter., 1
haven't time to read it.”
The next morning I called on Sec
retary Long tu report to him regard
ing the various negotiations I was
conducting for the government, and
he mentioned the Xicteroy. I asked
him to request Air. Roosevelt to come
in- When be entered the Secretary
said. "I have told Mr Flint we will
probably buy his Xicteroy." and then
to give the cue to his Ass'stant Sec
retary said, “We will probably take
the Xicteroy within a few days—'
days are apt to be months in war
times. At this Juncture having been
informed that the relations between 1
Long and his Assistant Secretary
were somewhat strained. I was in
tensely interested as to what Roose
velt would say. Without a moment's
hesitation Roosevelt said:
'Mr- Secretary, I have bought that
ship I”
1 then took out my watch and. re
ferring to an engagement, bade them
good morning. When Roosevelt came
out into the anteroom, with a charac
teristic closed fist gesture and with
Rooseveltian emphasis, he
said:
Didn't 1 tell you that you didn't need
a letter !
Some years later, when Roosevelt
was President I was at a diplomatic
reception in St. Petersburg and met
the Naval Attache of the British &nbassy. He told me that he was very
much interested in getting Informa
tion about Roosevelt, and would ap
preciate it very much if I could give
him some personal reminiscence that
would throw some light on his char
acter. I told him that Roosevelt was
very quick to rise to a suggestion
diplomatically put. after which 1
quoted the above letter. Whereup
on the Naval Attache remarked:
Mr. Flint, I would like to know how
many hours a day it was on which
you figured."
Soon after that I made a voyage
with Sir Charles Hardinge and re
counted the Incident to him. remark
ing that diplomacy apparently did
not go all the way down the line at
his Embassy.
....

KNOX PROBATE COURT

tylarch Term, 1925—Ed
ward K. Gould, Judge—
Henry H. Payson, Regis
ter.

jor

/
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Well-Merited Success
A distinguished citi.cn, honored
politically and professionally, l)r. R. V.
Pierce, whose picture appears above,
made a success few have equalled. H;s
pure herbal remedies which havo stood
the test for fifty years'are still among
the "best sellers.’ Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery is a blood medicine
and stomach alterative. It clears the
sl;tn, beautifies it, increases the Wood
supply and the circulation, and pimples
and eruptions vanish quickly. Beauty
is but skin deep and gold blood Is be
neath both, l or your blood to bo good,
your stomach must be in condition, your
liver active. This Discovery of Doctor
Pierce's puts yon in fine condition, with
all the organs active. Ask your near
est druggist for Doctor Pierce’s Golden
Medica' Discovery, in tablet or liquid
form, or send 10 cents for trial package
of tablets to Dr. Pierce’s Invalids Hotel
in Buffalo, N. Y.
later he repaid me by most hand
somely doing inc a favor. 1 made
his acquaintance when he was thirtytwo years old and a member of the
firm of Dabney. Mdrgan & Co. They
had a floor at 43 Exchange Place.
Morgan sat at a small desk up to
ward the front of the office and Was
the first to talk with people who had
business with !*e firm.
I met him while 1 was acting as
Secretary for the Peruvian Minister
who had a very large account with
the firm. Although only in his early
thirties, Mr. Morgan, in part because
he was the son of the principal part
ner of .1. S Morgan A Co- of London,
but still more because he possessed
Kreat natural ability, was even then
regarded w*h the most serious con
sideration i»_J»inklng circles. But 1
did not find In Mr. Morgan the least
desire to trade upon his positionHe was prompt to act and he had no
time for mere talk, but at the same
time he was not brusque. He simply
dispatched business with uncommon
speed and uncommon accuracy. Al
though a partner, he then displayed a
personal activity in details, and I
was struck by his alertness, Jiis
quickness at figures, and his generial
efficiency.

Roosevelt had almost the Wall
Street fashion of- considering docu
year
ments as something that followed,
APPLES
instead of preceding, negotiations.
In no place In the world does more
money pass on oral agreement than
In Wall Street. If a man’s word is
not as good as his bond, the high
finance iff Wall Street is no place for
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
him. Many of the most important
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
transactions are completed long be
fore the papers are drawn; they are
consummated during informal talks
Best Prices
Quick Returns
that do not rise to the dignity of con
ferences. A man may go bankrupt
In Wail Street and get net only sym
pathy. but also substantial help; but
the man who breaks his word is done,
and done forever. That was Roose
velt's way- of doing business. We did
eventually have a formal contract.
The contract was dictated by him
INC.
It was one of the most concise and
at the same time one of the clever
20 No. Side
BOSTON
est contracts that I have ever seen
He made it a condition that the ves
Faneuil Hall Market
MASS.
sel should be delivered under her
T-96-tf
own steam at a specific point within
a specific period.
In one sentence he thus covered all
that might have been set forth in
pages and pages of specifications
For the vessel had to be in firstclass condition to make the time
scheduled in the contract ! Mr
Roosevelt always had that faculty of
looking through details to the result
that was to be attained. The ordi
nary man would have written down
minute specifications, without ac
complishing what Roosevelt accom:
in a sentence.
WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE plished
The Xicteroy arrived ahead of
scheduled time, was rechristened the
OILS AND GREASES
LAUNDRY WORK
Buffalo, and rendered fine service in
the Philippines. The net result was
Call 12”
Call 170
that Brazil got rid of a ship she did
THURSTON OIL CO.
not want, the United States bought
People’s Laundry
a good ship at a low price, and I got
Wholesale and Retail
17 Limeroek Street
the money that was owing to me—
We de all kinds of Laundry
Oils for All Purposes
which, all In aJl, I call a good bargain.
Work. Family Washinfl a
♦ Speaking, of the honor of Wall
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Corner Park and Broad Sts Street and the absolute Importance
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
of keeping one’s ward, there Is an
' Shirts, Collars.
other precept in that unwritten code
which Is worth mentioning, a precept
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
that has been followed by most of the
men who have made large financial
Telephone Connection
Teleohone 205
successes, and particularly by the
outstanding figure of all time In the
Gilchrest
GRAFTING WAX
Street: the late J. Pierpont Morgan.
Monumental Works This section of the code declares
BEES WAX
ROSIN
that one shall never forget a favor
Main Street
done, while one shall be slaw to for
Thomaston, Maine
get an Injury.
H. H. Crie & Co.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
I did Mr. Morgan what he believed
454 Main Street, Rockland
was a favor in 1884 and many years

KINGMAN and
—HEARTY—*

Telephone

Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES

®

* ■

•

(To Be Continued)

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER

to get quality canned
foods at a reasonable
price if you say Hatchet
Brand to your grocer.
He knows we select the
very finest yield of fruit
and field and house
wives know Hatchet
Brand is in a class that
feels no competition.

Let the Hatchet Brand
Gardens supply your
table the year around.
Selected from the best,
they cost no more than
the rest. To make serv
ing simple—

Wills probated: Jennie E. Knight
late of Rockland, J. f-'red Knight
Exr.; Charles A. Wilson late of
Camden, Mary E- Wilson Exx.;
Nancy J Long late of St. George
Edward F. Long Exr.: William F.
Upham late of Rovkport, Louisa M.
Upham Exx.
Wills filed for notice: Alfred B.
Carleton late of Rockland, naming
Evelyn Millay Libby Exx.; Henry L.
Withee late of Rockport naming
Mabel H. Wilson Exx.; Amasa C.
Morse late of Warren, naming Frank
S- Morse EXr.; Mahala P. Webster
late of North Haven, naming Frank
Beverage Exr.
Petitions for administration grant
ed: Estates Edward A. Bidelinger
late of Washington. Claude L. Sldellnger Admr : Emma Wentworth late
of Rockport, Wilder A. Sellers
Admr-; Hiram P. Stone late of North
Haven. Leon B. Stone Admr.
Petitions for administration filed
and granted: Estates Peter Aageson
late of Thomaston,
Katherine C.
Aagerson Admx.: Mary J. Holmes
late of Rockland, Oliver W. Holmes
Admr.; Lyford H. Young late of
Owl’s Head. Edith Robbins Young
Admx.
Petitions for administration filed
for notice: Estates Seth Condon late
of Rockland, naming Herbert E. Mor
ton Adtpr.; .Ralph E. Thomas late of
Rockport, paming J. Flank Thomas
Admr.; Sarah E. Rip'ey late of Owl's
Head, naming Charles W. Livingston
Admr-; IRoderlck D. Henderson late
of Tenant's Harbor, naming Mary
Clay Henderson Admx.; Jane A.
Seidlinger late of Warren, naming
Frank B. Miller Admr.
Petition for administration d. b. n.
c. t. a. filed and granted: Estate Os
car Jaccbson late of South Thomas
ton. Alex Jacobson and Lempi Rytky
Admrs. d. b. n. c- t. a.
Petitions for guardian filed and
granted: Estates Margaret A Bry
ant of Camden, Horace W. Bryant
Guardian: Charles, Wendell H and
Albert O.
Emery of Rockland.
Charles A. Emery Guardian; Joseph
E. Cross of Thomaston, George E.
Cross. Jr. Guardian.
Petitions for guardian filed for
service: Estates Sarah J. Ulmer of
Rockland, naming Charles S. Bob
bins Guardian; Mary A. O'Brien of
Rockland, naming Patrick J. Burns
Guardian.
I’etitions for license to sell real es
tate granted: Estate Newton H.
Perry, Leroy D. Perry Admr.; A. Ross
Weeks. Frank L. Weeks Conservator,
Petitions to determine inheritance
tax granted: Estates Henry H.
Windsor, Lina B. and Henry H
Windsor. Jr- Exrs.; Susan G. Web
ber. X. B. Eastman Admr c. t. a.;
Benjamin A. Smith, Alonzo F. Barton
Exr.; Fred S. Walls. Fred W. Jones
Exr.; Lucie E- Walls, Ora W. Jones
Exx.
Petition for confirmation of trus
tee granted: Estate Frederick A- Rip
ley, Westbra B. Wentworth Trus
teePetition for commissioners on dis
puted
claims
granted:
Estate
Wealthy P. Winslow, L. IL Camp
bell ExrPetition for commissioners on dis
puted claims filed for service: Estate
Daniel A. Green, John C. Baggs
Admr c. t. a.
Petition for reduction of bond
granted: Estate Woodlufry M. Purington, Frank H. Ingraham Public
Admr.
Petition for dismissal of conserva
tor of adult ward filed for service:
Estate Peter Prock, Fred R. Spear
Conservator.
Petition for perpetual care of cem
etery lot granted: Estate Marion
Beverage. James L. Whitmore Admr
Accounts allowed: Estates Lyman
S. Fogler. first and final, John W.
Fogler Admr.; Wafson V- Barton,
first. James E. Barton
Admr.:
Betsey
J
Tohnan,
first' and
final, Hattie E. Tolman Exx : Henry
Pearsons, final, Harry S. and John
H. Pearsons Exrs.; Annie Sullivan,
first and final. James .1. Sullivan
Exr.; Susan G. Webber, first and
final, X. B. Eastman Admr. c.-t- a.
James Williamson, first and final,
Margaret Pratt Bxx.
Accounts filed and allowed: EsJ
tales James L. Fyler, first and final,
Sarah K. Fyler Exx.: Williston Grin
nell, second, Mary Grinnell Daven
port Trustee.
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
Thomas Bailey Aldrich, first and
final, Mary E. Aldrich Exx.; Clara E.
Farrington, second. Alice A. Cook
Guardian.
Inventories filed: Estates Howard
Thurston, $200; Wilbur A. Water
man, $351.25: Elvira A. Coombs
$2425; Hannah E. Dolliver, $4558.76;
Mary M- Beverage, $2220; Horace W.
Welt. $21,068.38: John A. .Black.
$15,347.49; Hannah McDonald. $2661.23; Richard Philbrook Bird et ai,
$100; B. D. E. Huse. $34,848.02; Jon
athan Huse, $68,111.97: Peter Prock,
$1649.98: Susie May Heald, $15,637.-

Only

STUDEBAKER
builds the Duplex

*1145

The New Standard Six Duplex-Phaeton—price f. o. b. factory

HERE is only one car in the world

T

that combines the advantages of an

open car with the protection of an en

closed car—yet sells at open-car price. It’s
the Duplex—and only Studebaker builds it.
Duplex models are also available on the Studebaker Special Six and Big Six chassis

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
Park Street, Rockland.

T H 1 8\

MAINEMAID “
Minute

PieCbusi
This New Easy way. the hard work 'is all
done for you. Assembling, measuring ar.d
mixing is complete. Add Water ar.d Salt
and the dough is ready for the oven. Your
dealer has the 25 cent package. Writs fcr
folder.
SIMMONS

A

HAMMOND MFC. CO.

Portland, Maine

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429

MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

the Sugrt 'of
ffj.Norfh Notional^B_artk~‘

THE NATIONAL- DREAM

P

It is the ambition of cveryo .c to have a
home. It may seem like an impo.iibilit, but
it :s not once you start saving systematically.
Stait your foundation today.

Every Saturday pay yourself a fixed wage
and then deposit your real pay in a Savings
Account.
You can bank with us by mail.
47e INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNJS

Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Dank
Rockland,

Maine

MUCH

OR LITTLE?
How much or how little
you will have ten years
from now, depends in
large measure upon your
jwn efforts—how earnest
ly you save, and how reg
ularly you put your
money to work safely at
interest. Open an account
now with this Bank and
see how much you can

save.

4% INTEREST PAID
on

SAVINGS ACCOUNT8

The best equipped plant in this section of the

State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery

DRnncCTWicrs'XSTnnAnEDicifiE

START
SAVING NOW

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

TO RELIEVE

HATCHET
BRONchialCOLO
BRAND
150 Kinds »

YEAR

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.

For Children’s
Coughs

Perfectly safe and harmless for the small*
cat child, lx-ing free from opiates or nar
edtici*.
Fispccially effective in preventing pneu
monia. relieving whooping cough and eroup,
and all inflammatory affections of the res
piratory organs.
PRICES (in cents and $1.00
If your child rebels against taking the Lung
Healer in liquid form, we recommend
ALLEN’S BRONCHO THOAT TABS
which contain all the medicinal ingredients
of the Lung Healer, but which are so pleas
ing to the taste that they will readily pass
as candy.
They are harmless in any reaeonable quantity, but remarkably effective.
Price 23c.
Sold by Kittredge’s Pharmacy
-—atlv.

STUDEBAKER

IS

•n*r-

Austin L Klrl!- *1993 15-

Not only for the ordinary kind of
a couqh but for the stubborn, ob
stinate kind on the bronchial tubes
or lungs—ALLENS LUNG HEALER
is wonderfullyy effective.

Telephone 700

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

THE
fiOGKLAND

National
Bank
membeS
2TC£ RAI RESERVE^

Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection

T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC

